
dread going to bed at night, fearing that 
dream I found so upsetting, which I contin-
ued to have with increasing frequency.

Finally, after a particularly vivid night 
of dreaming, I decided it was time to face 
my fears. I came to the conclusion that there 
must be more to that dream than I had first 
perceived, that my subconscious might actu-
ally be trying to tell me something. So rather 
than attempting to shut the dream out of my 
conscious mind, I began to think about it 
more carefully. What was so fearful about 
that dream, really?  Yes, in it I had experi-

enced frustration and disappointment, but in the end, I 
had enough left to sustain me. Surely there was a lesson 
in that.

And as I began to think about the dream further, 
another realization dawned on me: who eats everything 
at one of those all-you-can-eat buffets, anyway?  Sure, 
if you’re a food lover, as I am, you are tempted to pile 
your plate high with every item you can fit onto it. The 
first few bites are always wonderful. But as you plow 
your way through all that food, your appetite diminishes 
and you find the rest doesn’t taste quite as good as you 
thought it would. Eventually you stop eating, leaving 
half of it on your plate. What is so tempting about a 
buffet, whether literal or metaphorical, is the seemingly 
endless possibilities. Yet in the end, the simple truth is 
that we cannot try them all. There isn’t enough time or 
appetite to sample everything. Sooner or later, we have 
to choose.

When I had looked ahead to my retirement, I had 
savored all the possibilities. I could travel for years if I 
wanted to!  I could live overseas! I could train for a new 
career, get a new degree, start a business, 

continued on page 16
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Shortly after I started to lose my hearing, 
I began having a recurring dream. I was at a 
sumptuous buffet, with all my favorite foods 
spread out in front of me. I picked up my plate 
and got in line eagerly. But whenever I started 
to help myself to something, a waiter appeared 
and whisked it away before I could take any 
of it. As the waiter removed dish after dish, I 
became hungrier and hungrier, and eventually, 
panic set in. Finally, when all but five or six 
items had been taken away, I helped myself to 
what was left and took my plate back to my 
table. 

It didn’t require a genius to figure out the signifi-
cance of this dream. As a recently retired French teacher 
with a progressive hearing loss, I saw so many of my 
plans for retirement slipping away. I had always wanted 
to live abroad and learn new languages, but with my 
severe hearing impairment, that dream now seemed 
impossible. I had always dreamed of learning to play 
the flute, but now I couldn’t even hear the sweet sound 
of that instrument, much less learn to make music on it. 
I had always planned to continue teaching on a vol-
unteer or part-time basis, but now the everyday noise 
and bustle of a classroom had turned all speech into an 
indecipherable gibberish. I had dreamed of taking up 
freelance journalism, a job I had enjoyed in my younger 
days, but was unable to use a telephone or conduct an 
interview. What was I going to do with myself in all the 
empty months and years that stretched ahead?

My world seemed to have shrunk down to a very 
small place, and with it, my life’s possibilities. I retreated 
to my books and my computer, my patio garden, and 
my captioned television and videos, avoiding social situ-
ations and trying not to think about the future because 
such thoughts were just too painful. I even began to 

Life’s Bountiful Buffet
By Marcia Corliss Johnson

Marcia Corliss Johnson
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Mysterious gremlins were at work on our 
spring issue, incorrectly sneaking in Donna 
Maderer’s name as author of “ALDA Volunteers 
Wanted—No Experience Necessary!”  The article 
was written by ALDA Volunteer Coordinator 
Martha Mattox-Baker, who can be contacted at 
volunteers@alda.org. Our sincerest apologies to 
Martha.

Correction

Most years in conjunction with ALDAcon, each 
attendee receives an ALDA Reader, a thick, magazine-
style publication containing articles, short stories, 
poems, and artwork related to hearing loss. The Reader 
is treasured and read over and over after attendees go 
home, and this exceptional publication is written by 
YOU.

Have you ever dreamed of seeing your name in a 
cherished resource? Well, grab your pen and paper or, 
better yet, dust off your typewriter or turn on your 
computer and start putting your thoughts about any-
thing concerning hearing loss into words. If you love to 
write poems, share one or two with us. If you don’t like 
to write, that’s no problem. You can draw a picture or 
cartoon instead, and if you’re not the world’s greatest 
artist, that’s OK—most of us aren’t.

Send your creative work to Brenda Estes, 901 
Wolfpack Court, Virginia Beach, VA 23462 or to 
bestes@endependence.org.  The deadline for submissions 
is July 20, 2010.

We provide one complimentary issue of the ALDA 
Reader to all writers and artists whose work appears in 
the publication, whether or not they attend ALDAcon.

ALDA Reader Submissions
Welcome
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I began losing my hear-
ing in early childhood, but 
the problem was initially 
misdiagnosed as psycho-
logical, so I thought I could 
overcome it if I could just 
figure out how. In the mean-
time, I did my best to hide 
my difficulties via the time-
honored method of bluffing. 
At camp, I remember play-
ing “telephone”—a game in 
which a player whispers a 

message  into the ear of another 
player, who then whispers it to 

the next one in line and so on, until the last player 
announces what she heard, which is then compared 
to what was originally whispered. Since I had no clue 
as to what was whispered to me, I would whisper 
nonsense syllables to the next player, with the result 
that the final message had no relationship to what was 
originally uttered. Of course, the mistake was always 
traced back to me. Bluffing has its limits.

I received an official diagnosis of hearing loss when 
I was 14, but my teenage pride wouldn’t allow me to 
wear a hearing aid, so I continued to use my tried and 
true coping methods—speechreading and sitting in the 
front of the class. If that wasn’t sufficient, I resorted 
to phony excuses. When my high school biology class 
showed a film, I asked the girl who sat next to me 
to let me copy her notes, but rather than tell her the 
real reason, I claimed that I took poor notes. Since I 
couldn’t participate effectively in groups, my social life 
consisted of hanging out with a best friend.

When I got to college, I finally had to acknowl-
edge my hearing loss, since I discovered that it was 
impossible to take notes and speechread a professor 
simultaneously, or to participate in a conversational 
French class. Since this was before the passage of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act, I had to make my 
own access arrangements. I asked other students to let 
me copy their notes during class (giving the real reason 
this time), and I attempted to drop French, but my 
French professor wisely arranged for me to be graded 
solely on my papers and tests—I was excused from at-
tending French class.

You might have assumed that, because I had such 

Note from Nancy
By Nancy Kingsley

an early start in dealing with hearing loss, I would 
have become a pretty good at coping by this time. If 
so, you were wrong. I didn’t get my first hearing aid 
until after my college graduation. I had never heard 
of assistive listening devices, and I didn’t know why I 
could understand a speaker in a small room but not 
in an auditorium. It never occurred to me to speak up 
about my communication needs, and I mostly didn’t 
know what they were.

I might have gone along this way indefinitely if it 
hadn’t been for the fact that my hearing loss kept pro-
gressing, finally forcing me to realize that I would need 
to find some new coping methods. I decided to study 
sign language, with the goal of joining the Deaf com-
munity (since I was becoming less and less functional 
in the hearing one). I took all the ASL courses offered 
at a nearby community college interpreter training 
program and got good grades. However, I soon dis-
covered that (a) I couldn’t understand many culturally 
Deaf signers and (b) my life experiences were very dif-
ferent from those of people who grew up in the Deaf 
community. Just at this point, I learned about a new 
organization called ALDA and attended its second 
convention, where I saw CART for the first time and 
fell in love with it. I also became involved with the 
Hearing Loss Association of America (then known 
as Self Help for Hard of Hearing People) and the 
Advisory Council of my state Division of the Deaf and 
Hard of Hearing. In short, I became an advocate—one 
of the most rewarding coping techniques I’ve discov-
ered.

By 1998, my speech discrimination had dropped 
to zero, so I obtained a cochlear implant. I can now 
benefit from assistive listening devices, and I also use 
various communication strategies, such as sitting with 
my back to the light in a restaurant so the faces of 
my tablemates won’t be in a shadow; asking people 
to rephrase rather than repeat; and requesting that 
staff come over to me in a waiting room instead of 
calling my name. Humor has helped, too—a favorite 
cartoon displays two chocolate Easter bunnies, one 
of whose ears have been bitten off. The first bunny 
says, “Happy Easter!” and the earless one responds, 
“What?” Support from others like myself has also 
provided an invaluable boost—my involvement with 
ALDA has encouraged me to discover and use “what-
ever works.”

Nancy Kingsley
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It’s hard to believe that 
20 years have elapsed since 
the signing of the Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA) 
into law on July 26, 1990. 
Although the ADA may not 
be perfect, it has opened the 
doors to reasonable accom-
modations and increased 

awareness of the needs and 
contributions of people with 
disabilities. But this assis-

tance can only go so far for those on the journey of 
late-deafness. 

The ADA is a valuable means for dealing with the 
external and tangible aspects of life, such as captioning 
and the telephone relay system; however, many of the 
challenges of hearing loss are invisible, internal, and 
personal. The feelings of isolation in small social gath-
erings. The sense of being different and not “fitting 
in.”  The frustrations experienced in everyday commu-
nications with the repairman, the grocery store clerk, 
the medical receptionist. The hurt and anger felt when 
another party disconnects a telephone call because of 
impatience with the relay system. These are all every-
day challenges faced by those with hearing loss, and 
no law can fix them. Rather, it is up to each of us to 
develop our own coping skills for dealing with the 
challenges. And so we bring to you an issue of ALDA 
News that deals with coping methods. 

In our cover story, “Life’s Bountiful Buffet,” 
Marcia Corliss Johnson explains how a recurring 
dream spurred a new way of thinking that helped 
her adjust to her hearing loss. In “Coping with My 
Progressive Hearing Loss,” Kate Babinsky explores 
how her early years unknowingly prepared her for 
dealing with her hearing loss later in life. Reporter Ina 
Hernando-Malipot covers an inspiring story, “Full 
Life,” about a late-deafened man in the Philippines 
who overcame many obstacles to live his life to the 
fullest, and ALDA’s original ALDAmom, Mary Clark, 
takes a candid look at changing her life from bitter to 

Eileen Here
By Eileen Hollywood, Managing Editor

Eileen Hollywood

sweet in “Life in ALDAland: A Lemon at a Time…”  

You can learn more about ALDA’s first chapter, 
ALDA-Chicago, in “Community Support Group 
Gives Deaf Adults a Chance to Belong” by Jennifer 
Zimmerman, and those of you who are wondering 
how to keep your local ALDA chapter surviving and 
thriving will be very interested in Bill Reese’s infor-
mative article, “How Our ALDA Chapter Evolved 
and Succeeds,” in which he discusses the secrets of 
ALDA-Suncoast’s success. In “Cochlear Implants in 
Vietnam,” Duong Phuong Hanh explores the interest-
ing subject of childhood cochlear implantation in a 
country where CIs are not widely understood. And 
many of you will identify with Gail Howell’s relay 
experience in “Getting the Hang-Up of It.”

“Calling Our Bluff: Using Communication 
Strategies in Social Situations” by Karen Putz takes an 
in-depth look at a coping mechanism familiar to many 
late-deafened adults: social bluffing.  Marie Drew 
shares her own personal coping secret in “Coping Tip: 
Wear a Button,” and Bill Graham’s experiences in 
“Deaf Man’s Bluff” will hit home for many readers. 
In “Bursting the Bubble,” Marta Watson offers her 
surprising strategy for coping with the all-too-familiar 
feeling of isolation experienced by late-deafened peo-
ple, and the short poem “Isolated” by Zohra Moosa 
movingly expresses the pain of her exclusion due to 
the communication barrier. Wrapping up this issue is 
“When You Have a Hearing Loss, What Do You Do 
When...,” in which Carol Granaldi lists many exam-
ples of situations involving communication problems 
and explains what we can do to overcome them.

In addition to these terrific articles, this issue also 
includes ALDA Biz reports from ALDA’s board and 
committees, as well as our regular columns. A heartfelt 
thanks goes to our wonderful writers. As always, do 
not hesitate to contact me with any comments or sug-
gestions. After all, this is your newsletter!

ALDA best,

Eileen

Please email Linda Drattell (president@alda.org) for more information.

ACCEPTING BIDS FOR ALDACON 2011 THROUGH AUGUST 1, 2010 
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My hearing loss started when I was 
in my early 40s, with s and f sounding 
much alike. To this day I have not found 
out what caused the loss. There is no 
family history of hearing loss or deaf-
ness, and even into old age no relative 
had that problem.

Early on, I was not concerned. Only 
one ear was affected—the left one, my 
telephone ear. Working for four plastic 
surgeons at that time, I was glued to the 
phone all day long. About six to eight 
years later, that ear could not under-
stand conversations over the phone clearly 
anymore. This caused me anxiety, and I had to pay 
very close attention to all verbal communications. I 
probably started lipreading then, without knowing 
that I did it, and I tried as much as possible to under-
stand and answer correctly. I digested what was said 
for a few seconds before responding, and that worked 
quite well for me in the beginning. When I mentioned 
my hearing loss, people were always surprised. I felt 
responsible for making communication work, but I 
didn’t mind admitting my hearing difficulty. I was 
very much determined not to opt out of things, what-
ever effort that required.

Since my right ear was fine at first, it took over 
the telephone duties. I had changed employers and 
was not on the phone as consistently. But a few years 
later, another audiogram revealed a slight loss in the 
“good” ear. Now I became concerned, and I had to 
explain my difficulties more and more often. But I 
encountered no unpleasant responses from people, 
and I kept trying to do my best to understand. 
Unfortunately, hearing over the telephone was going 
down fast.

After my next hearing test, my ENT doctor sug-
gested that I explore hearing aids. That sounded far 
out—not me! Did I really need them? Then a fellow 
employee—not the friendliest kind—made a very 
hurtful remark about my not hearing well. That got 
my attention and I decided, “I’ll fix that!” I marched 
to the nearest hearing aid dispensing office in my 
neighborhood, and shortly afterwards I was fitted 
with two aids. I expected them to work like eyeglass-
es—you put glasses on and can see, so I thought the 
same had to be true for hearing aids. My disappoint-
ment was great—the earpieces hurt my ears, and my 
ability to understand speech was less than without the 
aids. Over time I changed to a new set, but my success 

Coping with My Progressive Hearing Loss
By Kate Babinsky

was no greater. At one point my ENT 
doctor looked at me and said, “You 
have a problem, and I don’t know how 
you function.” The last part was easy to 
answer: I had to function!

Meanwhile, I worked hard on my 
coping skills. My family barely knew 
there was a problem, but my husband 
was my lifesaver. My hearing loss caused 
us a lot of distress and we blamed each 
other for the miscommunications, but 
we also had many laughs when I told 
him what I thought I understood, which 

was so far from what he had actually said. 
He also became my telephone ear—he was already my 
best friend.

What probably helped me most in coping was that 
early in my life it became necessary for me to adjust 
to changes. I was born in Germany in a town at the 
Dutch border. When I was five years old, World War 
II started and my father, a naval officer, was trans-
ferred to Sylt, the small island in northern Germany 
where I grew up. The Frisian islanders were used to 
summer guests, as the island was a summer resort, 
but they resented military newcomers. Turning the 
beautiful sand dunes into fortification bunkers was 
not to anyone’s liking, even though they were invis-
ible. Throughout my school years—even after the war 
had ended—I felt like an outsider having to overcome 
resentment from the natives. (The town we lived in 
was small and most people knew one another.)

At age 21 I immigrated to the US, which required 
a much bigger adjustment. In 1956 Americans did 
not know much about Europeans, and my northern 
German accent did not match the accent of other 
German women whom the GIs brought home. My 
six years of school English helped, but there was still 
so much to learn. American life in Oklahoma was as 
far as possible from my growing-up surroundings on 
the small German island. I think I coped well with 
my new world. It helped that my husband was from 
the island I grew up on (even though the members of 
his mother’s family were native islanders), so we had 
much in common and could comfort each other as we 
traveled with the Air Force to different parts of the 
world.

Before my hearing loss took a fast downturn, I 
was asked to teach a few classes at two local com-
munity colleges. At first I thought I 
should turn the request down, but 

Kate Babinsky

continued on page 14
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The best thing about deafness is:  Silence

How did you learn about ALDA?  By going to the 
NWI [Northwest Indiana] hearing loss support group

In what ways has ALDA enhanced your life?  
Meeting people with all types of hearing loss helped 
me to accept my loss

When I am depressed, I:  Sleep and then get over it

My most irrational fear is:  Getting too old/feeble 
to drive my own car

If I could hear again, the first thing I would do is:  
Listen to music, and dance

The thing I like best about myself:  I’m friendly

Nobody knows:  There is not much people don’t 
know about me—I’m an open book

What I can’t stand is:  Unfriendly people

Favorite memory:  Visiting Ireland (my parents’ 
homeland) with my grown-up daughters

Favorite saying:  Forgetaboutit (Brooklyn slang) 

The bottom line is:  Be happy!

This issue’s interview is with one of the 
friendliest persons I have ever met.  Kitty hails from 
Merrillville, Indiana and has five grown children 
and eight grandkids. She’s very active in the newly-
formed ALDA-NW Indiana chapter and often drives 
to Chicago socials when she can. Kitty received 
a cochlear implant in June 2007 but had surgery 
complications. In August 2008, she also got a hearing 
aid, since she was not making good progress with the 
CI. Now Kitty struggles with making sense of the two 
different sounds being amplified. She recently had a 
loop system installed in her living room and feels that 
it’s been a great help in bringing sound back into her 
life. Read on to discover why Kitty is one of us.

Name:  Kitty (Catherine McHugh) Berger

Where were you born?  Brooklyn, New York

What is your current residence?  Merrillville, 
Indiana

What is the cause of your deafness?  Inherited 
progressive 

Age/year you became deafened?  Lifelong 
progressive loss

Marital status?  Divorced

What is your present job?  Retired

What is the worst job you ever had?  New 
accounts clerk in jewelry store

Movies you want to see again?  Seeing once was 
enough—there are so many more to see

Books you tell others to read?  Too many to 
remember

I stay home to watch:  Good Wife, Mentalist, 
Castle, Desperate Housewives

Favorite pig-out food:  Bakers Square pies

Hobbies:  Reading  and being the activity director 
for outings with friends

If I had more free time (and money), I’d:  Go on a 
cruise

The hardest thing about becoming deafened is:  
Not understanding in group settings

I began accepting my deafness:  When a cochlear 
implant wasn’t the miracle I expected

The worst thing about deafness is:  Not being able 
to enjoy music and dance

By Karen Krull, Curator

One of Us

Kitty Berger
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Raphael and Jackquelene Torralba

There is no reason not to live 
life to the fullest.

Raphael Torralba, a person 
with disability, knows this by heart.

As the resource coordinator of 
the Institute of Health and Wellness 
Philippines Foundation, Raphael 
has proven that even a hard of 
hearing person like him can have a 
meaningful life, if he chooses to.

Raphael was not born deaf. 
Spending his childhood days in 
Naga City, he had the chance to 
adapt and learn the culture of 
the hearing world up to the time 
when he suffered an accident that 
changed his life forever.

Ralph was unaware of the impact of the accident 
until his mother started to notice his hearing loss. “I 
fell from the stairs of our house and upon landing on 
the ground, I experienced tinnitus or ringing in the 
ears,” he recalls. “When my mom would call me, I 
would not respond right away. She needed to call my 
name aloud before I could really hear what she was 
saying.”

When the doctor confirmed his hearing impair-
ment, Ralph found it hard to believe that the hard 
impact on his head from falling could damage his hear-
ing. “I felt like the whole world came crashing down 
on me and the first thing that came to my mind was the 
fear that many people will start to discriminate against 
me,” he says.

Unfortunately, his worst fears did happen. “I was 
unaccepted by people around me and suffered this 
discrimination from childhood days up to now,” he 
reveals.

Raphael nevertheless wasted no time and started 
learning how to lip read. “I knew than that the biggest 
weapon that I needed to cope with, aside from ac-
ceptance of other people, is how to communicate with 
them,” he says.

CHALLENGING SCHOOL DAYS

But the real challenges came when Raphael’s family 
settled in Quezon City in 1992 and he started going to 
a new school. “It was during my first day in school that 
I wished we hadn’t transferred to Quezon City because 
of the discrimination I experienced in school,” he com-
ments. The harsh treatment by his classmates and even 
by some of the teachers almost made him want to quit 
school. “They laughed at me, said some embarrassing 

By Ina-Hernando-MalipotFull Life
things about me, shouted at me, 
and worst, refused to be with me,” 
he says.

Although these experiences 
made him a shy and quiet person, 
Raphael never left school because 
there were also those who would 
extend a helping hand.

In college, with a Business 
Administration Major in 
Computer-Based Information 
Systems, he continued dealing 
with discrimination. But instead of 
sulking, he spent his time making 
friends, even becoming a student 
leader in the college Student 

Council from his first year up until he graduated. “It 
is only when I handled various positions in different or-
ganizations that people started changing their percep-
tion about me,” he says.

LIVING A “NORMAL” LIFE

Aside from having a regular job, another proof 
that disability is not a hindrance to living a happy and 
normal life is that Raphael has been in a relationship 
with Jackquelene Donado, a hearing person, for almost 
four years now.

Raphael admits that his condition is one of the 
major considerations in courtship. “I always thought 
that I might not find a girlfriend because of my hear-
ing impairment, but I didn’t lose hope because I believe 
that love is the most powerful feeling in the world. If 
one really loves the person, he or she should accept the 
person wholeheartedly no matter what,” he says.

Jackquelene, for her part, made the effort to learn 
basic sign language so they can communicate better. 
Having a boyfriend like Raphael also made her un-
derstand people with disability more—how they live 
in this world and how to socialize with them without 
making them feel outcast.

Jackquelene and Raphael agree that for people with 
disabilities to be able to live a normal life despite their 
condition, there should be no discrimination. “It would 
really help if people would accept us as we are because 
we can also be productive citizens like they are,” he 
ends.

This article was originally published in the Manila 
Bulletin on February 28, 2010. Raphael is a member 
of ALDA-Asia Pacific and would like to receive 
comments and feedback from ALDA News readers. 
His email address is raph.torralba@yahoo.com.
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Oprah told me that there are lessons 
to be learned when life throws you lem-
ons!  Yep, she did. I was sitting in my TV 
room when she looked directly at me and 
said, “Mary, make lemonade!”  I finally 
got it!  I did just that...a lemon at a time!

For the past three years, I can only de-
scribe myself as having been hibernating. 
I wanted to basically be a bear in a cave. I 
used to think how lucky those bears were, 
getting time off from life by sleeping and 
having the winter pass them by. 

 I am learning how to be independent after 
the ending of 26 years of marriage and not 
having my mother around anymore. She had given me 
sound advice as I grew to be a wife and mother myself. 
My health had been worrisome and I was hospitalized at 
times for not taking better care of myself (not eating, not 
sleeping, and not drinking enough fluids). There were 
other issues due to aging as well as progressive balance 
problems related to my ears. Deafness was the least of 
my worries!  My girls were older now—two had flown 
the coop and the third, who is living with me, must 
have been wondering where her mother went!  The dog, 
Cooper, was just something to complain about. I was 
hoping he would run out the door and escape, as I had 
to be the one to get up in the morning to feed him and 
let him out, and it made me mad. I now realize he prob-
ably helped me in my quest of making lemonade.

Recently, I decided to fly alone to Texas to surprise 
my brother Larry, who was turning 55. I emailed his 
wife Joyce and asked if it would be ok. She welcomed 
the idea, and together we planned a fun trip. But many 
times, I canceled the trip in my head...too much com-
munication, too tiring, I’ll have to do everything by 
myself...blah blah blah. Will I have time and space to 
myself? More blah blah blah. In the end, I made myself 
go.

I arrived in Houston, surprised my brother, and then 
we all drove to Austin. The Texas School for the Deaf 
was our first stop. David Coco, an ALDAn from Austin, 
was kind enough to drive the three of us around in a 
golf cart to see the campus. Awesome is all I can say! I 
used to be a teacher of the deaf, so this was the element I 
was best in. I had forgotten and was now reminded. 

Allen’s boot store was next. My nephew Lawrence 
just graduated from the University of Texas and works 
there while he looks for his dream job. Yes, I bought 
cowboy boots from him, or are they called cowgirl 
boots?  They were fun and different and I thought they 
were beautiful. I would never have bought them three 

years ago! They were totally not me then 
or any time before. 

We then went out to dinner with 
David, his wife Mary, and my brother’s 
family. Mary was kind enough to inter-
pret for David and me, and we all had 
a great time!  I spent the night in Austin 
and visited the University of Texas in the 
morning, and then we all headed back to 
Houston, stopping in Round Top to visit 
a friend who has had a few difficult years 
herself. She was living alone and fixing 

up a beautiful cottage all on her own and way 
out in the boonies. I was truly inspired.

Dinner in Houston that night consisted of six of us 
and SKYPE!  [Editor’s note: this is software that en-
ables users to make voice or videophone calls over the 
Internet.]  Karen Graham [wife of Bill Graham, ALDA’s 
co-founder] from Chicago, owner of a Seattle-based 
sign language interpreting company  called SignOn, had 
suggested using this service via Skype, but I really wasn’t 
sure, because I’m not fluent in ASL. But here I was, with 
five other hearing people at a fancy Houston restaurant, 
with a computer in the middle of the table and Stuart 
interpreting for me via Skype. I was definitely mak-
ing lemonade...socializing and actually understanding 
everything. It was fun! Other people in the restaurant 
must have thought we were famous or something. There 
were a lot of lookers, and they were not looking at the 
three beautiful women at the table. They were looking 
at Stuart!

Sunday featured an architectural tour of a couple 
of Staub-designed homes in Houston. I had to rely on 
lipreading, so I just laughed when everyone else laughed 
and looked where everyone else was looking. I was a 
real bluffer that afternoon! Next was a dinner at my 
brother’s home with steak cooked out on the grill and 
some neighbors attending. I could have used the Skype 
that night, too!

On Monday, I had to go home!  After lunch and a 
little shopping, Joyce dropped me off at the airport. I 
flew home, stopped at the store, and bought a big bag of 
lemons. They are on my kitchen island in a silver bowl 
that my mother gave me years ago. They remind me 
that deafness is not so bad, that life is not so bad when 
it throws you curves, and that even when you’re deal-
ing with them together...you can still make lemonade a 
lemon at a time.

Mary has been to every ALDAcon and is a past 
ALDA president. She is from Oak 
Park, Illinois, just west of Chicago. 

Life in ALDAland: A Lemon at a Time… By Mary Clark

Mary Clark

continued on page 10
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How have professionals in the field of deafness (doctors, audiologists, rehab counsel-
ors, etc.) helped or hindered your adjustment to deafness? What changes are needed in 
services?

Yes, they had tremendous effects on my adjustment to deafness. There were two extremes. One ENT (ear, 
nose and throat doctor) shouted at me across his waiting room that if I didn’t take the drugs he told me to 
take, I’d be deaf by the time I was 47. Actually, I was deaf by the time I was 45; I didn’t take those drugs, but 
that experience caused his nurse to tell me I had a right to say “enough,” which empowered me. I was also 
blessed with the world’s best audiologist. I went through a dozen pair of hearing aids in two years—digital 
for awhile, then programmable analog aids. Can you imagine the cost if I had to pay for them?  I don’t know 
anyone who could afford it!  My audiologist kept returning them under the time line allowed under warranty; 
at one point he loaned me his samples. He kept me hearing as best as I could for as long as I could, without 
seeing me as a dollar sign.

When I first became deaf, I was told by my ENT, very adamantly, NOT to learn any of that “stupid sign 
language stuff.” Thank goodness I didn’t listen to him (pun intended). 

I had an ENT who misdiagnosed my Meniere’s disease (and hearing loss) for more than five years—even 
after I had a full-blown vertigo attack while sitting in his exam chair. Only after having an MRI to rule out a 
brain tumor did I stumble onto an otologist who recognized the symptoms and ordered my first hearing test. 
I have used bilateral behind-the-ear hearing aids for 11 years. I have learned almost all I know about coping 
with hearing loss through ALDA or the Internet. I am continually amazed that so many audiologists, ENTs, 
and otologists at a nationally known research and teaching hospital in a huge city know nothing about how 
hearing loss affects patients’ lives, what problems they have, or how they can get help. As far as most of these 
professionals are concerned, I’m just a pair of defective ears; the person attached to the ears is not their respon-
sibility. [Editor’s note: many others have expressed similar complaints, which may in large part be attributed to 
the fact that professionals are not reimbursed for providing this type of information.]     

Next ALDAnonymous question: If you have tinnitus (head noises), how does it affect you and how do you 
cope with it? How would you describe the sound?

Send your responses to Bill and Robin at aldanonymous@gmail.com by August 21.

By Bill Graham and Robin Titterington, Curators

ALDAnonymous

Mary enjoys gardening and decorating her 110-year-
old Victorian home. She also keeps busy volunteering 
for several boards and organizations after working as 
a teacher of deaf and hard of hearing children, as an 
administrator for deaf-related organizations, and as a 
consultant specializing in deaf-related issues. She has 
three daughters, a puggle, and a cat, and she can be 
contacted at Ldmpoppins@aol.com.

Life in ALDAland (continued)...
continued from page 9
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One Saturday morning each month Margaret 
Bertucco gets the chance to belong.

Having lost almost all of her hearing, the Oak 
Park resident is what members of the hearing-impaired 
community call “deaf with a little d,” or someone who 
gradually lost their hearing and is still able to speak.

This is an important distinction for people like 
Bertucco who struggle to identify with others sharing 
the same disability. She is not part of the deaf commu-
nity because she can speak, but she also doesn’t belong 
to the hearing community as her condition continues to 
worsen.

So, once a month she drives out to Immaculate 
Conception Parish in Elmhurst to attend a support 
group known as ALDA, or Association of Late-
Deafened Adults. It is her rare opportunity to be among 
those in a similar situation and a comfortable place to 
voice her concerns.

“We are in the middle of the road,” said Westmont 
resident Nora Holmes while speaking during an ALDA 
meeting April 17. “You don’t belong to either one. You 
will never belong to the hearing one and you will never 
belong to the deaf one.”

Formed in 1985 by Bill Graham, ALDA support 
groups bring together people in the deaf community to 
help solve issues, discuss their experiences and find ways 
to deal with everyday challenges. Members vary from 
those who read lips, use sign language and need others 
to write down what they are saying, to people who use 
hearing aids or have cochlear implants.

And just as diverse as their conditions are, so are 
their needs.

“You really need someone who can be your advo-
cate when you lose your hearing because you lose your 
way to communicate with the general public,” said 
Clarendon Hills resident Joan Pionke.

Like some of the other members in the room, Pionke 
recently underwent surgery for a cochlear implant. 
Unlike a hearing aid that just amplifies sound, the device 
stimulates the auditory nerve inside her ear canal to pick 
up sounds and voices.

As she continues to adjust to this new way of hear-
ing, she has had to retrain her brain in how she identi-
fies sound. Listening to music, for example, is extremely 
difficult because she is unable to recognize individual 
instruments. Instead, she says it sounds like a “chaos of 
noise.”

By attending the group meetings, however, she 

is able to receive feedback on what others have gone 
through while in her stage of recovery and what to ex-
pect moving forward.

“Make notes—visits (to an audiologist) aren’t 
cheap,” said Camille Debevetz, who helps lead the 
group.

Insurance issues, side effects, what type of implant 
to get, emotional stress, and financial concerns are all 
worries members of the group share as they look to 
each other for support, guidance and most importantly, 
understanding.

“It’s like a death,” Bertucco said. “It’s something 
you don’t have anymore (and) our culture is so, ‘suck it 
up and go get an implant.’ But you need to process your 
emotion.”

The meetings also allow members to learn sign 
language, which is extremely important to people such 
as Naperville resident Kelly Zabinski, who suffers from 
Meniere’s disease. Described as a disorder of the inner 
ear, Zabinski has already experienced some hearing loss 
and fears she will go completely deaf without much 
warning.

“One never knows,” Zabinski said. “I could stay at 
this level or could lose it all in two weeks.”

There are also the small, but important victories 
ALDA members celebrate together. Whether it is some-
one learning how to hear again through an implant 
or mastering the sign language alphabet, they have all 
established a sense of community among themselves and 
when one succeeds, they all rejoice.

Elmhurst couple Carol and Bruce Most were able to 
share one of those victories during Saturday’s meeting.

“Before I would write down everything on a dry 
erase board and now we can talk,” Carol Most said, 
speaking about her husband’s cochlear implant. “Last 
night we had dinner and talked across the table.”

“It’s really a miracle,” Debevetz says as other mem-
bers wave their hands above their heads—the sign for 
applause.

ALDA meets from 10 a.m. to noon the third 
Saturday of every month at Immaculate Conception, 
134 W. Arthur St. For more information, or to locate a 
local support group, go to www.alda.org.

Reprinted with permission from www.triblocal.
com, Oak Park/River Forest, Illinois, April 19, 2010.

By Jennifer Zimmerman

Community Support Group Gives Deaf Adults a Chance to Belong
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The ALDA-Suncoast (Florida) 
chapter started out small with just 
a few members but within a year 
blossomed to about 45. That was in 
1996, before people used computers 
extensively for socializing. It was also 
before relay, extensive closed caption-
ing, and implementation of our ADA 
accommodations. We are associated 
with the Deaf and Hearing Connection 
of Tampa Bay (DHCTB—then, the 
Deaf Service Center), a non-profit that 
primarily services the culturally Deaf 
but also provides support for us—
giving us a place to meet and referring 
people to us.

 We are very fortunate that Lois Maroney founded 
our chapter and, as a counselor for late-deafened peo-
ple, encourages clients to come to our meetings. We 
also are blessed with Tess Crowder, a CART reporter 
who has dedicate herself to our chapter, providing 
CART and finding presenters for our meetings—and 
also with Cindy Henrion, a past president and the 
longest sitting board member, who has been the driv-
ing force behind almost all of our social events these 
past 14 years. Without these three and the association 
with DHCTB, I doubt that we would still be here.

 We have also been blessed with a few other dedi-
cated members who have provided continual support 
of our chapter from the beginning. Others have joined 
us along the way, making up a current core group of 
around eight people (including Cindy, Tess, and me). 
We have made significant sacrifices of time, effort, and 
money to give the support to our members that tran-
scends memberships into friendships. I think that’s a 
crucial part of a continuing chapter—that members 
become more than just members, that they become 
friends.

We always have to be aware that new people need 

How Our ALDA Chapter Evolved and Succeeds
By Bill Reese

Bill Reese

guidance so we will provide the type 
of meetings where they find some help. 
My chapter doesn’t conduct business 
at meetings—we talk about events, 
give members a forum for discussion, 
and have presentations. We hold a 
50/50 raffle and have refreshments. 
The board conducts business online 
through a Yahoo group. We keep all 
our members informed through a 
newsletter and our website. Our social 
events sometimes have more atten-
dance than our meetings. We hold at 
least two social events a month—a 
coffee night and a dinner. We supple-

ment these with a fundraiser or two every 
year, and we often have small groups of 

three to five going together to such things as festivals 
and art shows. We have a Yahoo group for members 
and anyone interested in our chapter, where we can 
discuss things, give advice, and sometimes have argu-
ments. Hey, we’re people! ;-)

We are fortunate to be in a metropolitan area 
(Tampa/St. Petersburg/Clearwater), and our active 
group numbers around 20 right now. I don’t know 
how it would be if we were in a small city or town. 
Perhaps even with a dedicated core group, you need 
a large enough general population to give you the 
necessary numbers. We have two or three Hearing 
Loss Association of America (HLAA) groups in the 
area and other deaf and hard of hearing groups, so 
it’s not like we’re the only game in town. A few of our 
members are also members of HLAA, and our groups 
support each other in fundraisers and help for our 
members.

That’s a brief picture of my group and I hope it 
may help others with understanding the dynamics 
necessary to keep a chapter alive.

Bill is the ALDA-Suncoast president and can be 
contacted at wreese01@tampabay.rr.com.
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What do we Vietnamese Deaf/deaf per-
sons understand about cochlear implants, 
and who can receive one? I have been in the 
field of hearing impairment for three years 
and have heard comments from teachers, 
parents, hospitals, and companies selling 
hearing aids and cochlear implants. There 
are no clear answers about whether cochlear implants 
are more suitable for children or adults or what 
should be done in specific situations.

The Ho Chi Minh City Deaf Association (HDA) 
frequently has visitors who come to share and ex-
change experiences and information. Most of them 
have cochlear implants, and most are late-deafened. 
Children, from what I know, should have early inter-
vention and use hearing aids. If their hearing loss is 
too great to be helped by hearing aids, a cochlear im-
plant should be considered. Vietnam has had an early 
intervention program and mainstreamed education 
for 10 years. Most of the children who receive this 
treatment have grown up with good hearing and can 
speak, and some can even hear and speak like hear-
ing people. These deaf children are taught to integrate 
into society from childhood to adulthood. I have tried 
to share what I know with the parents, but in some 
cases the parents put too much hope in the result of 
cochlear implant alone and do not like to do the early 
intervention.

I have visited four children from ages four to six 
who received cochlear implants. Their parents had 
to pay an average of $24,000 in US dollars (USD), 
with a 10-year warranty. A 4-1/2-year-old child had 
to have another surgery after 2-1/2 years because the 
device broke. The cochlear implant companies pay for 
the hospital fees and surgery, but the transportation 
expenditure is the family’s responsibility. 

At the hospital, the four mothers cried when they 
talked to me and asked, “How do we teach our kids 
so they can be confident, speak and hear, and study 
and integrate into society without trouble?” Every 
case is different, so I did not have a specific answer. 
I told them the stories about Dr. I. King Jordan and 
Sue Thomas, which I heard at ALDAcon 2009, and 
said, “You should cherish and respect your children 
and believe that they can live and work like hearing 
people. Everybody has to face obstacles in life. Instead 

of trying to deny the truth and find a way 
to avoid it, you should accept that, sooner 
or later, your children will have to face the 
hardship of overcoming these obstacles. 
Giving them faith and passing on the will to 

fight are far more important than worry-
ing. Don’t spoil your kids or treat them 

differently because they are disabled.” 

The parents I have met are not financially secure. 
They did everything they could to enable their chil-
dren to have the cochlear implant surgery, with the 
hope they would grow up with a bright and promis-
ing future and not be left behind by their peers. The 
cochlear implant is the best solution to make their 
wishes come true. I asked the parents if they ever 
considered the amount of money they would have to 
pay in the long term. They said they knew, but they 
did not have any other choice when it came to their 
children’s future.

There is only one implanted prelingually deaf 
adult that I know of—a 25-year-old man who had co-
chlear implant surgery in Singapore that cost 1.2 mil-
lion VND (approximately $80,000 USD); his family is 
financially well off. The family said he can hear voices 
from behind, hear if someone calls him from down-
stairs when he is upstairs, say some simple words like 
“Mom” and “Dad,” and count from 1 to 10.

In the medical field, do the ear, nose, and throat 
doctors (ENTs) have sufficient knowledge about 
cochlear implants? In Vietnam there are currently no 
audiologists in this area, and there are only three ENT 
doctors who studied in the U.S and became trained 
in this field. There are also other concerns about 
cochlear implants. What long-term training is needed 
after receiving one? The teachers have asked me, and 
I asked parents whose children have cochlear implants 
whether they know. They said they will ask the doc-
tors. Who are more suitable as candidates, adults or 
children? What factors affect the outcome? Please 
inform me if you know the answers to these impor-
tant questions.

Duong Phuong Hanh is the president of the Ho 
Chi Minh City Deaf Association. She can be contacted 
at hanhdpvl83@gmail.com. 

By Duong Phuong Hanh

Cochlear Implants in Vietnam

Duong Phuong Hanh
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Ever tried to call a hospital through the relay 
service?  One hospital I know of does not even know 
what this service is for. My sister was recently admit-
ted with a staph infection and had to have surgery to 
clean out the wound. I had made sure the day before 
her surgery that I was put on her contact list for giving 
info out, and I had even told the nursing station that 
I would be calling through what is known as the relay 
service and that this service assists deaf people in mak-
ing phone calls. 

The next day my sister went into surgery and I 
sat at home. I successfully got through that morning, 
found out she had made it through surgery okay, and 
told the nurse I would be calling back later to check 
on her condition. 

Here is where the fun began. I called back that 
evening, said my name and my sister’s name, asked the 
nurse not to wake her, and explained that I just want-
ed to find out how she was doing. I was then hung up 
on, so I called back and gave the same information. 
The person who answered said, “I’m sorry, we don’t 
know who you are and we cannot help you,” and I got 
hung up on AGAIN. I was becoming really frustrated. 
I called right back, and once again was hung up on!  
Now I was boiling mad and couldn’t even see straight. 
I called the supervisor of nursing and complained to 
her. She promptly called the nursing station that was 
giving me so much trouble and explained to them 
what was going on, so I thought that finally someone 
had gotten through to them. I was transferred to the 
nursing station and guess what—they hung up on me 
AGAIN!!

I jumped into the car, drove to the hospital, and 
finally found out my sister’s condition. I told the nurs-
ing station about relay and even told my sister to let 
them know about me and that I was a contact on her 
list. That evening I left thinking everything was fine. 
I called back the next morning and guess what—new 
shift, same problem! I drove down again that morn-
ing, this time with my sister’s cell phone in hand, and 
during the rest of her stay we communicated by cell 
phone. 

These hospitals need to be educated! Has this ever 
happened to anyone else?

By Gail Howell

Getting the Hang-Up of It

the people who asked me convinced me that I could 
do it. This was a new challenge. I told the students 
in my classes about my hearing problem and how 
we could overcome it. They would repeat questions 
or I would walk up close to the speaker, and things 
worked out well. 

When my hearing loss progressed to the profound 
stage, I became desperate. I could not understand 
anyone on the phone, and my husband had to take 
over. Frustration turned into anger, a new emotion for 
me, and I didn’t know how to address that. Another 
audiogram showed that testing for a cochlear im-
plant was in order. At that point I thought my world 
had come to an end. When I woke up the next day, 
I knew I had no choice but to make an appointment 
at Virginia Mason Hospital in Seattle to be tested for 
the implant. I was approved for it in short order, but I 
took my time before having the surgery because it was 
a big decision. However, hearing again was worth tak-
ing the risk, and I was implanted on March 9, 2006. 

Adjusting to the new sounds was another story, 
but when I met an old friend for lunch shortly after 
implantation and she said, “Do you know that we’re 
having a regular conversation?” that was all I needed 
to hear. We had struggled through lunches for some 
time, and I felt like I was back to being “normal” and 
could learn to cope once more. 

Kate was born in Emden, Germany in 1934. After 
high school, she received a diploma in industrial 
business and worked in a knitting and weaving 
factory office until immigrating to the US in 1956. She 
got married two weeks later and has two daughters, a 
son, six grandchildren, and four great-grandchildren. 
She later moved to Tacoma, Washington, where she 
attended Clover Park Tech School and graduated 
as a medical office assistant in 1972. In addition to 
working for various physicians, she was active with 
the American Association of Medical Assistants and 
taught medical office procedures at two community 
colleges. Kate has been a member of the Tacoma Area 
Literacy Association since 1994, tutoring students of 
English as a Second Language. She and her husband 
were avid boaters in the past and traveled the US in 
their motor home for 10 years. She enjoys gardening, 
needlecraft, sewing, doll making, and reading. Kate 
can be contacted at kbabinsky@comcast.net.

Coping with My Progressive Hearing Loss          
(continued)...

continued from page 6
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Bert: I got this great new hearing aid 
the other day.

Chester: Are you wearing it now?

Bert: Yep. Cost me $4,000, though. 
But it’s top of the line!

Chester: What kind is it?

Bert: Twelve-thirty.

Hurt. Denial. Fear. Depression. 
Bewilderment. Anger. Disappointment. 
Resentment. Grief. Everyone who experiences 
major hearing loss as an adult goes through the entire 
array of emotions. Some days you’re ready to kill the 
cashier at the store, because you can’t hear the total or 
see the screen and she won’t write it down. Other days 
you laugh so hard you pee in your pants when your 
body-building friend tells you that, because his friends 
weren’t around, he had to do his sets all alone that 
day, and you misread “sets” as “sex.” Still other days 
you sit alone in your room, feeling completely isolated 
and left out—sure that you will never be able to have a 
“normal,” casual conversation again. You go through 
so many different feelings within even one day, that you 
start suspecting you may have multiple personalities. 

What you don’t feel, or even realize, is that what 
you’re experiencing is completely normal for anyone 
with such a major loss in his or her life. So, what do you 
do? How do you cope? Well, there’s a ton of suggestions 
available out there—whether you ask for them or not. 

“Learn sign language.”

“Practice lipreading. It can’t be that difficult.”

“Just get over it.”

“Join the local Deaf community and get involved.”

“Eat green tomatoes on Wednesday at 6 p.m.”

Like it or not, everyone seems to have an opinion. 
The problem is that most of these opinions come from 
people who have never experienced hearing loss of any 
kind. You’ve lived your entire life; you have dreams, 
goals, and ambitions—and then suddenly one day…
POOF! Your plans disappear like your kids when it’s 
time to clean out the litter box. 

There are many options for dealing with late-onset 
deafness. No one size fits all, though. But whether you 
decide to go this way or that way with your communica-
tion methods and life ambitions, there’s one thing that is 
a must in this situation: a sense of humor.

Late-Deafened Life: Lie for Sure. I Have a Gun.
By Michele J. Bornert

Perhaps you’re wondering how in the 
heck you are supposed to find humor in 
deafness. It isn’t hard, actually.

Take my friend Sarah. Her hearing 
loss was gradual, and at one time she 
was able to use an FM loop at our little 
church here in Michigan. One day, right 
after the morning service had started and 
the pastor began to introduce his new 
series about abstinence before marriage, 
she started fumbling with her FM system 

and realized that the pastor had forgotten to 
turn his mic on. So she raised her hand, stood up, and 
asked him (very loudly, as most late-deafened adults do), 
“Pastor, are you turned on?” Needless to say, it was an 
amusing anecdote to bring up at all subsequent church 
gatherings.

Then there was the story I was told about my Aunt 
Doris. She’d become deafened during a car accident over 
in England, had come back home, and had decided to 
teach herself to lipread to help facilitate communication. 
Well, “facilitate” might not be the right word…

After a while of working on and honing her skill, she 
was soon put to the test at a family reunion. As the fam-
ily gathered around to eat, drink, and be merry, Aunt 
Doris began to choke. Ever the fast thinker in a stressful 
situation, Grandpa Joe leapt up and started slapping her 
on the back. A minute went by and everything seemed 
to be OK. Grandpa then lovingly leaned over and very 
gently told her, “Big breaths, Doris.” Her response? 
“They used to be.” Hmmmm…

And then there’s my dear husband, Kenny. He’s 
hearing, you see, but because I cannot lipread and I use 
sign language as my main mode of communication, he 
decided to learn it, too. Sweet, huh? Well, one day I was 
in a healthcare meeting with Kenny and three Deaf pro-
fessionals. When one of the Deaf attendees told us that 
they would be cutting us a check that day, Kenny enthu-
siastically responded (in sign, of course): “That’s perfect! 
I can deposit the check right now!” Sounds good, eh? 
Only two problems: the sign he used for “perfect” was 
actually the sign for “penis,” and the sign for “deposit”? 
Well, use your imagination. All I can say is that it was 
very amusing to watch everyone in the room roar with 
laughter so hard that they were crying…all at my poor 
hubby’s expense. Thank goodness he’s a good sport!

Humor. There’s nothing funny about living your life 
as a hearing person and then being thrust into a world 
of silence, discrimination, and, some-

Michele J. Bornert

continued on page 16
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Life’s Bountiful Buffet (continued)...

write a novel, become a full-time volunteer, remodel my 
house, create a garden, learn a new language. But was 
I really going to do ALL of these things? Realistically, 
probably not. Eventually I would choose just two or 
three of these projects, and, because there are only so 
many hours in the day and so many years in a lifetime, I 
would reluctantly let the rest go. 

Did it really matter so very much, then, that there 
might be fewer items on my buffet table than on some-
one else’s?  So long as there were satisfying choices to 
pick from, did it really matter if there were a few or a 
few hundred?  Wasn’t the important thing, after all, to 
find something worthwhile to do, and to throw oneself 
into that pursuit with passion and enthusiasm? To make 
whatever the choices we have fulfilling, life-affirming, 
joyful experiences?

As time went on, I discovered that I also had some 
new choices I hadn’t considered before. I began to study 
a new language, American Sign Language, taking classes 
wherever they were offered, and learning about Deaf 
culture. Eventually, I began to teach again, facilitat-
ing a small class in beginning sign language at the local 
Association for the Hearing Impaired. I traveled across 
the country to conferences on hearing loss and met some 
wonderful, caring people and listened to amazing, inspi-
rational speakers. I began to write again, this time about 
hearing loss and disability issues.

Recently, I had the buffet dream once again, but it 
ended differently. This time, when I followed the waiter 
down the buffet table as he whisked away dish after 
dish, I turned a corner—and I saw, laid out in tasty ar-
ray, a whole new set of dishes I hadn’t noticed before, 
and no one preventing me from helping myself to them. 
And sitting at a table at the end of the buffet was a 
group of brand new friends, folks I had met at ALDA 
and through my ASL classes, people I would never have 
known if it hadn’t been for the loss of my hearing. And 
as I gratefully took my seat among them, plate in hand, 
I realized that it was HERE, among such wonderful 
people, that life’s buffet is truly the most bountiful.

Marcia Corliss Johnson (aka “Marcie”) is a retired 
French and English teacher currently living with her 
retired husband and artist son in upstate New York. 
She enjoys travel, swimming, walking, reading, writing, 
and spending time at the family cabin on a lake in 
the Adirondacks. Struggling with severe progressive 
hearing loss for the past decade, she is in the process of 
reinventing herself as a teacher of ASL, and she is also 
at work on a novel about a late-deafened detective. 
Marcie can be contacted at teacher.323@hotmail.com.

continued from page 1

times, downright torment. There’s no negating that fact. 
But if we stop and try…really try…to see if we can find 
something in the situation (even if in retrospect) that can 
help make us smile, eventually we’ll find ourselves agree-
ing with the old saying: “Life is short, so laugh a lot!” 
Or, in lipreading, that might be: “Lie for sure. I have a 
gun.” Fitting, wouldn’t you say?

Born on her birthday in southern Illinois but now 
residing in Michigan, Michele eventually grew to 
adulthood. With some college education and a keen 
sense of smell, Michele has GERD [the acronym for 
“gastroesophageal reflux disease”] and is unusually 
good at moonwalking. She enjoys recreational belly-
flopping, even though she hasn’t flown a kite since 
age eight, and she recently recovered from a bout of 
hiccups. Regardless of her latent apathy and thinly 
veiled angst, Michele occasionally contributes to 
society. She has double-jointed thumbs.

Late-Deafened Life (continued)...
continued from page 15

The Spring 2010 ALDA News included an article 
on “The Battle for Captioned Movies” by John Waldo. 
Since publication, two important and favorable develop-
ments have occurred. 

On April 30, 2010, the Ninth Circuit Court of 
Appeals issued a unanimous decision that the Americans 
with Disabilities Act requires closed (but not open) 
captioning of movies because captioning is one of the 
“auxiliary aids and services” that must be provided by 
public accommodations. The ruling only applies to the 
nine Western states under this circuit court’s jurisdiction 
(Alaska, Arizona, California, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, 
Nevada, Oregon, and Washington), but the decision sets 
a very favorable precedent for the rest of the country. 

Just a few days later, on May 4, a Washington State 
judge ruled (in a case brought under that state’s law) 
that movie theaters must provide reasonable accommo-
dations to enable patrons with hearing loss to fully enjoy 
the movies. The judge did not specifically state that ei-
ther open or closed captioning was required; the nature 
of the “reasonable accommodation” will be decided at a 
subsequent trial. However, if the theaters don’t want to 
provide captioning, they will need to propose an alterna-
tive that will accomplish what captioning would.

Here’s to a celebratory round of champagne and 
popcorn!

Update on Movie Captioning
By Nancy Kingsley
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Growing up hard of hearing, I 
bluffed my way through conversations. 
My ability to discriminate via auditory 
means alone was poor, so I supplemented 
my understanding of communication 
by speechreading. As anyone knows, 
speechreading is a hit or miss process, 
with 40 percent visible on the lips and the 
rest of it guesswork.

I could pretty much handle one-on-
one conversation with relative ease if the 
speaker wasn’t tight-lipped or excessively 
decorated with hair. For most conversations, 
I could understand nearly everything being said. Add 
another person, and the speechreading became more 
intense. Add in more than three people, and I was hope-
lessly lost unless I had control of the conversation. 

Enter the social bluff: The head nod, the thought-
ful smile, or the chuckle that goes along with a brilliant 
joke. This worked fine—except for one problem: What 
if you didn’t catch the joke even after the third time of 
extreme speechreading? 

Everyone knows about social bluffing. We all do 
it. Social bluffing is pretending to hear or understand 
something that is being said, and behaving in a way that 
shows you understand, even when you have little or no 
clue as to what is being said. 

Apparently, deaf and hard of hearing people are 
experts at it. 

“It’s a survival skill,” says Lenny Kepil, a deaf adult 
who worked for Lucent Technologies for many years. 
“It was the only way I could get through social situa-
tions without having to ask people to repeat things over 
and over.” 

Lenny also recalls remedying a situation where he 
would happen upon a co-worker in the hallway and 
have difficulty with a conversation. “In that case,” 
says Lenny, “I would tell them that I am needed in lab 
(not true) and head out the door or down a stairwell. I 
would then tell the co-worker to e-mail me and I would 
get back with them ASAP.” 

Howard Rosenblum, a Chicago attorney who is 
deaf, recalls the time he was caught bluffing his way 
through a conversation. “I was about 14 years old and 
talking to my dad’s friend,” says Howard. “I nodded 
yes in response to what I thought was a question he was 
asking. My dad was standing nearby and he realized 
my answer didn’t match, so he asked me, ‘What did Mr. 
Smith say?’” 

Calling Our Bluff: Using Communication Strategies in Social Situations
By Karen Putz, Illinois Families for Hands & Voices 

“I don’t know,” was the response. 

Howard’s dad was quite upset at 
the bluff. “Why didn’t you tell him 
you didn’t understand?” he asked him. 
Howard explained that he didn’t want 
to embarrass himself or his dad’s friend, 
and it was easier to bluff than to ask him 
to repeat what he said. 

Dr. Carolyn Stern, an adult who 
uses a cochlear implant, says: “I do not 
bluff at first. I try to explain to people 
that I am deaf and what they can do 

and I can do to communicate with them. 
Since my speech is good, many people forget that I am 
deaf. When I am either tired or just tired of repeating, 
“What? What?” or “Could you repeat/rephrase that 
please?” or “Could you just state the last sentence/word 
please?” and so on, that is when I fall back on bluff-
ing.” 

Dr. Stern continues, “Reading lips and trying to 
understand people in difficult situations often tires my 
ears, eyes and brain. Sometimes I just excuse myself for 
a while and then rejoin later.” 

Kathy Allen, a deaf adult with bilateral implants, 
says she rarely bluffs anymore. “I will only do that if 
I’m very tired or unintentionally misunderstand some-
thing that is being said. Instead, I employ communica-
tion strategies and this helps me a lot.” (See “Kathy 
Allen’s Communication Strategies.”)

In high school, I was the Queen of Bluffing. I did it 
so much, that many students in my school were un-
aware of the severity of my hearing loss until the school 
newspaper published a story about me and another stu-
dent. “I had no idea you had a hearing loss,” said more 
than one student after the article was published. 

During the summer, I often spent time waterski-
ing with my friends. One morning, two guys that I 
knew casually came over and asked me to go barefoot-
ing (waterskiing on bare feet) with them. After ski-
ing around the lake, the three of us were in the water 
waiting for the boat to return, and they tried to have a 
conversation with me. Without my glasses, I was unable 
to speechread, so I tried to mumble my way through. 
Finally, I had to tell them that I couldn’t follow the con-
versation and explain why. 

Later that day, one of my friends came up to tell 
me that the guys had no idea that I was that “deaf.” 
They knew I had a hearing loss, but they had no idea 
how much it really impacted me socially 

continued on page 18

Karen Putz
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until I could no longer bluff. 

Bluffing may indeed be a “survival skill,” but in 
some situations, bluffing can do more harm than good. 
Both parties lose out—the deaf/hard of hearing person 
misses out on conversation and the hearing person 
never learns adaptive strategies to assist in better com-
munication. 

Gina Oliva, author of “Alone in the Mainstream,” 
says: “I think bluffing is pretty much an adaptation 
to an untenable situation. If I am in a situation with a 
hearing person, if I ask him to repeat once and don’t 
get it the second time, I don’t bother to ask again. It’s 
just too much work for so little gain. So I just nod my 
head.” 

Gina continues, “If, however, I really DO need the 
information, I will say ‘You know, I need my husband 
to hear this directly from you, so I’ll email you, and you 
can tell me this in an email so I can share it with my 
husband.’ If I feel it’s information I really need, I’ll think 
of some other way to get it. Sometimes I will ask them 
to write it down. It depends on my patience on that par-
ticular day with that particular issue.” 

Sometimes bluffing happens unintentionally, as it 
happened to Tony Abou Ezzi recently. Tony, a college 
student who is hard of hearing, was talking to a fellow 
student and responded, “Yeah” to what he thought was 
the usual end of the day greeting. The very next day, his 
fellow student asked him, “Did you bring the materi-
als?” As it turned out, Tony had unknowingly agreed to 
bring materials in response to the student’s request the 
day before. 

As an adult, I’ve learned to be much more asser-
tive about understanding what is communicated, and 
I’ve learned to advocate for communication access. I’ve 
employed many of the communication strategies that 
Kathy Allen, an adult with bilateral cochlear implants, 
advocates. 

Does this mean I never bluff anymore? No. But it 
has become a rarity. 

And remember how bluffing is a coveted skill in the 
game of poker? Well, my bluffing skills came in handy 
at a recent poker game. 

I walked away with six hundred bucks.
Karen grew up hard of hearing and became deaf 

at age 19 from a fall while barefoot waterskiing. She 
works for Zvrs.com as a video solutions manager 
for Illinois and Wisconsin and National VCO. She 
is on the board of Hands & Voices National (www.
handsandvoices.com), and this article is condensed from 

Calling Our Bluff (continued)...
continued from page 17

its website. Karen is a mom to three deaf and hard of 
hearing kids. She blogs at www.deafmomworld.com, 
www.deafhhcareer.com, and www.chicagomomsblog.
com and she can be contacted at karen@karenputz.com.

I made myself a few large buttons on the computer. 
One says “DEAF” and then below in smaller letters, 
“But Friendly.”  I find that people are often afraid to 
talk to me, and strangers in a store, elevator, etc. have 
no idea that I am deaf. But if they read that button, they 
become aware and it makes us both more comfortable. 
Another button I have says “DEAF” and below it, “But 
Not Dumb!!” People read that one and laugh. I real-
ize that some folks would not want to advertise their 
deafness, but I am 67 and at my age I just figure I’ll do 
whatever makes life easier! [Editor’s note: Marie gets the 
buttons from http://www.zazzle.com/buttons. Readers 
who want more information can contact her at Marie.
Drew@comcast.net.]

Coping Tip: Wear a Button!
By Marie Drew

Kathy Allen’s Communication Strategies

1.  Replace non-specific strategies, such as “Excuse me, 
what did you say?” “Pardon?” and “Huh?” with 
specific strategies: 

•	Please	repeat	that	more	slowly.	
•	What	is	the	topic	we	are	discussing?	

2. Experiment with new strategies: 

•	Can	you	say	that	another	way?	

•	Can	you	write	down	that	word?	

•	Can	you	spell	that	slowly?	

•		I	heard	you	say	“--------,”	but	I	did	not	under-
stand the rest. 

•	Does	that	begin	with	“b”	as	in	baseball?	

3. Manage your environment by saying: 

•	Let’s	move	away	from	the	music.	

•		I’ll	need	to	switch	seats	so	the	window	is	be-
hind me. 

•	I	need	the	lights	turned	up	more.	

•	I	need	the	sound	turned	up	more.	

•	I	need	to	move	closer	to	the	speaker.	

4. Explain your needs: 

•		I	can	understand/hear	you/	lipread	better	if	
you. 

•	I	do	much	better	if	you	speak	slower.	

•		It	is	difficult	for	me	to	lipread/speechread	
when your hand covers your mouth.
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Editor’s note: this article was original-
ly published in the ALDA News, February 
26, 1990. Bill is a co-founder of ALDA.

During the 1970s I gradually became 
deaf. I did not make the transition to deaf-
ness gracefully. In fact, I spent five or six 
years of my young adulthood in all-out 
denial of my hearing loss. There was no 
way on earth you could get me to admit 
that I couldn’t hear as well as the next per-
son. I didn’t want to be different from my 
friends and everybody else. I wanted to fit in.

As my hearing began to slip away and I started to 
miss sounds, words, and phrases, I developed a habit of 
bluffing. I bluffed that I could hear everything that I was 
supposed to hear. I learned to read lips fairly well, and 
I became a master of anticipation. I’d watch the facial 
expression and body language of whoever was talking, 
consider the situation, and then extrapolate like crazy, 
trying to figure out what was probably said.

Often, a simple yes or no would be enough to keep 
the verbal interaction moving along in a fairly normal 
way. I would nod my head up and down or shake it 
back and forth—whichever seemed appropriate—and 
hope for the best. In college, the teacher would ask me 
something and instead of saying, “I’m sorry, I didn’t 
hear you,” I’d shrug my shoulders and say “I dunno.” 
These sorts of responses didn’t help my grades, and I 
eventually stopped going to classes altogether. I just did 
term papers and tests and got by that way.

I bluffed with my friends, too. With some of them, I 
communicated with shrugs and one-word responses for 
several years, rarely knowing for sure what they were 
saying. That seems preposterous to me now, but 15 
years ago this was my way of life. One year I attended 
a Halloween party as Harpo Marx. Everyone said I was 
perfect. [Editor’s note: Harpo Marx was noted for pan-
tomimes, and he never spoke during his performances.]

Another type of bluffing that I engaged in regularly 
was “covering my tracks.” If a response I made was 
completely inappropriate, I would try to validate it with 
my subsequent remarks. This often required a lot of cre-
ativity and wild rationalizations. And it often put me in 
embarrassing situations. I remember an important base-
ball game when I struck out swinging and, unknown 
to me, the ball got by the catcher on strike three. My 
whole team was yelling at me to run to first base (I was 
later told), but I didn’t hear them. I probably could have 
made it to second by the time the catcher retrieved the 
ball. Instead, he ran over and tagged me out as I trudged 

Deaf Man’s Bluff
By Bill Graham

back to the dugout. My teammates were 
furious and wanted to know why I didn’t 
run out after the dropped third strike. I 
made up a story about pulling a muscle in 
my calf, and I faked a limp the rest of the 
game. I felt uncomfortable on the team 
the rest of the summer.

 Clearly, bluffing had its risks. But 
I was willing to gamble because there 
seemed no other way, no conceivable 
alternative. I grew up as a hearing person, 

and the hearing world was my only reality. 
How could I catch any dreams if I let go of 

that reality? It didn’t seem remotely possible, so I held 
onto the “hearing” me as long as I could, bluffing my 
brains out as needed. If I successfully fooled someone, it 
made me feel good or at least relieved.

As my hearing got worse and worse, however, 
bluffing became a losing battle. I just couldn’t pull it off 
anymore. Each attempt brought distressing casualties—
confusion, embarrassment, guilt, weird glances, and ten-
sion on both sides. Eventually I surrendered and began 
to admit that I couldn’t hear perfectly well. This was 
still quite a ways from the truth, because by then I was 
deaf—but it represented a dramatic breakthrough.

To my surprise, I found that many people accepted 
me as a hearing-impaired person, and with these people, 
my life was far less stressful. I even learned to occasion-
ally joke about my hearing problem, and many of my 
friends started thinking I was a bright, funny guy, which 
I was. At that point, common sense should have told me 
to bury my bluffing forever. But it was a tough habit to 
kick. And I still resorted to bluffing whenever I could get 
away with it, especially with strangers.

After several more years, I learned sign language. I 
found I liked this method of communicating because it 
was easier on my eyes and nerves than speechreading. 
Later, I realized that by using sing language in public, I 
brought my deafness out of the closet and made bluff-
ing pointless. Also, through sign language I got to know 
deaf people and started on a path that eventually led me 
to co-found ALDA in 1987.

Today my deafness is pretty much out in the open. I 
sign with friends, periodically use interpreters, and feel 
reasonably comfortable telling people I am deaf. But I 
still can’t pass up an occasional bluff. Sometimes, when 
I miss what a person is saying for the fourth or fifth 
time, I just say “the hell with this” and give them a well-
practiced head nod or shoulder shrug. 

Bill Graham

continued on page 22
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Isolation. It’s not a good thing. 
Whether you’re a patient quarantined in a 
hospital, a prisoner, or even a toddler sent 
to the corner for time out, few people wish 
to be put in isolation. Often it connotes 
being punished for something you have 
done or may do. Why then do so many 
late-deafened adults (LDAs) claim isola-
tion as their way of life, often describing 
it as living in a virtual invisible bubble? 
We aren’t really physically alone, but we 
may as well be. In crowded malls, foot-
ball stadiums, or even worship services, we sit 
behind an invisible wall that cuts us off from much of 
what is happening around us. Even at family dinners, 
the deaf person feels set apart, and not in a special way...
more like what one of the speakers at ALDAcon de-
scribed as the “family dog under the table at mealtime.” 
Everybody loves her, but unless she makes a fuss or 
misbehaves, she is ignored. 

Yes, there’s the Internet, TV, and other forms of 
communication, so it is by no means total isolation, like 
being on a desert island cut off from everything. But it 
is perhaps even more painful than that island because 
we can see that things are happening, and often we just 
can’t figure out what. It’s easy to let the isolation get 
to us, to feel left out, ignored, or worse, guilty. We feel 
punished, but for what? We didn’t ask for this. 

The hearing people in our lives often don’t realize 
how isolated we are because their perception is that we 
are “around” people and not alone. But there is a huge 
difference between being alone and being confined to 
that isolation bubble caused by our lack of hearing. 

Since I became totally deaf in 2002, overcoming all 
the obstacles that deafness created in my life, including 
the isolation bubble, has been an exhausting struggle. 
Often the more exhausting that struggle became, the 
more depression would set in. Things I used to do to 
overcome depression before I lost my hearing (BILMH), 
such as listening to music, radio, or comedy CDs, con-
versing on the phone, or going to lectures, no longer 
exist in my world. And it was when I’d automatically 
turn to these activities and realize they were missing that 
the isolation bubble seemed almost to suffocate me. I’d 
watch people do those things and feel not just sad, but 
angry. Have you been there? 

It took me a few years to discover and develop my 
own personal strategies for escaping isolation. One of 
those strategies is the practice of solitude. 

WHAT??? I overcome isolation with 
solitude? You betcha! 

But I’m not advocating further isola-
tion like putting myself in quarantine or 
hiding in the corner or avoiding crowds 
or even hearing events; that would be 
defeatist. Instead I’ve searched for and 
found places and spaces where I can re-
kindle the sense of well being, relaxation, 
and renewal I used to experience BILMH 
but in a new and adaptive way. 

When I say “solitude,” I’m not just refer-
ring to the art of being alone yet not lonely but rather, 
for us LDAs, the art of tuning into our other senses, 
much the way that the hearing world tunes in music on 
a radio. We don’t have to be actually, physically alone, 
but it does help. 

Critical in my quest to “burst the bubble” through 
solitude is finding the right place. Close to where I live 
(Glendale, Arizona) is a bird sanctuary where I can gaze 
at the migrating ducks, geese, and a few local herons. 
Their antics are always entertaining and relaxing and 
I’m reminded of the biblical quote, “Consider the birds 
of the air.” Walking my dog along a quiet street as she 
takes her time to sniff every bush and boulder not only 
clears my head but is also good exercise. Creating a little 
nook in the yard where I can enjoy the pleasant weather 
while knitting, reading, or doing a crossword puzzle has 
proven a simple way to keep that depressing isolation 
bubble from pressing in. 

Farther afield, my particular favorites are the forests 
of Montana and the beaches along the Pacific. What 
always have been pleasant places for recreation have 
become my very special sanctuaries…my “no-bubble 
zone.” Nature in all her glory just never seems to care 
that I’m deaf. All my other senses take over (even my 
taste buds). 

The trees, rivers, and wildflowers of the northern 
Rockies talk to me in our own private lingo so the 
bubble has no meaning. I can enjoy the fragrance of the 
pines and cedars or a wood rose, taste a wild berry, and 
watch creeks cascading over boulders and moss as I stick 
my toes into their icy waters. The sky converses in cloud 
language and at night the stars spell out stories. 

When I stroll along the beach, the tide includes me 
in its messages to the sand. I do not hear the waves roll 
in, but I can watch their rhythms, feel and taste the sea 
mist, investigate a seashell. After awhile, the sea air pen-
etrates and dissolves the bubble. 

Bursting the Bubble
By Marta Watson

continued on page 21

Marta Watson
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Bursting the Bubble (continued)...

continued from page 20

In each of these moments and places of solitude, be 
they close to home or miles away, I am for awhile not 
“Marta who is deaf” but simply “Marta.” I have re-
laxed, refreshed, and even communicated. My husband 
has pointed out that it’s all about my attitude, and he is 
right. Solitude doesn’t change the hearing world’s behav-
ior; it doesn’t cause hearing people to be any more or 
any less understanding, nor does it increase their desire 
to include us, to breach the bubble from the outside. 
What solitude does accomplish is an attitude adjustment 
on my part. It focuses me on the things I can do, not on 
what I can’t. 

Isolation. It’s not a good thing…but solitude—
finding it, enjoying it, and learning from it—has been a 
very good thing for me. And opportunities abound to 
burst the bubble that deafness has placed around us…to 
escape the feeling of isolation.

Marta is a happily married wife, mother of two, 

By Ann Smith, Curator

Kim Mettache reports that ALDA-Northwest Indiana joined NWI Deaf Club in a movie pre-
miere of ASL Films “Gerald” in May. Some members went out for lunch after the movie. It was so 
neat to see ALDA member Nancy Hammons on the big screen in the movie introduction!  She man-
ages the facility where the movie was filmed. 

 Francine Stieglitz of ALDA-Boston reports that in April, ALDA-Boston members tasted dessert delights at the 
Lexington Library, followed by the annual board meeting and elections. New board members are Francine Stieglitz, 
president; Lou Sakin, vice president; Karen Rockow, secretary; Matt Ferrara, treasurer; and Charles Barnes, Linda 
Sakin, and Betsy Shearer, members-at-large. The chapter hopes to have its new brochure available in time for 
ALDAcon. ALDA-Boston celebrated its 21st birthday on May 16th at a brunch at the Holiday Inn in Mansfield. 
Attendees were delighted to hear from the past presidents and founders, who started the chapter with five members. 
ALDA-Boston’s schedule for 2010-2011 will be posted on their website soon.

Marlene Thometz reports that ALDA-Chicago members celebrated ALDA’s birthday with an April luncheon at 
Anyway Restaurant. Thirty-five attended, including Bill Graham, who reminisced about the early days of the orga-
nization. In May, ALDA-Chicago members went to see the Rear Window captioned movie Date Night. Afterwards 
they stopped at Jersey Mike’s Sub for lunch and socializing, followed by dessert at the Cold Stone Creamery.

Ann Smith reports that the Atlanta chapter, ALDA-Peach, has been busy. On March 11th, Robin Titterington, 
Yael Shaner, and Ann Smith represented ALDA-Peach at “Deaf Day at the Capitol.”  They joined four other hear-
ing loss-related groups that displayed information in the rotunda of the Georgia state capitol building, and they 
were able to share news about ALDA with school groups, lobbyists, and even a state legislator or two. Also in 
March, the chapter held a short business meeting, followed by “white elephant bingo.” Each attendee brought one 
or more nice, but unwanted, gifts, and these were used as prizes for bingo. Everyone won something they liked, and 
the entire group had a great time. In April, the Peaches toured the Atlanta Botanical Gardens on a perfect spring 
day, with many flowers in full bloom. In May, a cookout was held at Roxanne Gasaway’s condo clubhouse.

Send news about your chapter to Ann at fabsmith@att.net by August 21.

Chapter Happenings

Ann Smith

grandmother of three, and daughter of a wonderful 
94-year-old dad. Due to NF2 tumor removal, she 
completely lost her hearing eight years ago, and 
her main form of communication is ABI-assisted 
speechreading (and talking, which she says she does a 
lot more of). Marta would love to become proficient 
in signing, but her only opportunities to practice are 
when she is with other ALDAns. Her hobbies include 
gardening, knitting, reading, and writing emails. 
The things she misses most since becoming deaf are 
her family’s voices, music, being able to understand 
sermons and prayers at church, and the sounds of 
nature. Marta says she tries to focus on all things 
bright and beautiful and be thankful. Her email 
address is martacitaw@yahoo.com. (A version of this 
article originally appeared in the January 2010 issue of 
the ALDA-Sonora newsletter, Desert Vibes.)
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I am isolated
I watch them ignoring me
I feel awful
I see them sharing
I am always isolated
I watch them being together

They do not need me
They feel awful to speak with their hands
They feel it takes time to chat with me

I am still isolated
I still watch them being together
Will I ever have a friend I wonder?

I am feeling awkward to use my mumbo-jumbo voice
for their sake
They ask for repetitions
What more must I do?
Can’t they come in half way for my sake?

They know their friends are not true friends but they go beyond
because they are too scared to be isolated like me!

Isolated...
By Zohra Moosa (Deaf Poet of South Africa)

Zohra Moosa

Zohra Moosa 
was born Deaf in 
Durban, South 
Africa. As a student 
at the Durban School 
for the Hearing 
Impaired (1975-
1989), she excelled at 
English, and at a very 
early age she became 
a prolific writer of 
poetry about her 
innermost feelings. 

Even though she was cut off 
from everyday sounds, 

she learned to play the organ and the recorder. 
Despite great economic and social hardship, she 
pursued a career and after four years of study, she 
qualified in information technology at the ML Sultan 
Technikon. Zohra was employed for several years 
as a development officer of the Deaf at the Natal 
Blind and Deaf Society in Durban. She has been an 
executive member of the Deaf Federation of South 
Africa, secretary of the KwaZulu-Natal Deaf Sports 
Association, and a board member of two schools for 
the Deaf. She keeps physically fit via aerobic classes 
and swimming, but most of her time is spent reading 
and writing poetry. From her world of silence, she is 
a witness to the cruelty with which people who are 
different are treated. She often expresses doubts about 
her worthiness but emerges victorious because she 
refuses to be silenced or to be silent. Zohra can be 
contacted at moosa.zohra@gmail.com.

Or sometimes, when a stranger asks me God-knows-
what and I’m not in the mood, I’ll mumble “I dunno” 
and hurry away. But I never feel good about bluffing 
anymore, even when I can get away with it. I feel better 
admitting that I’m deaf, though this by no means en-
sures a happy outcome. Often, I still won’t understand 
what a person says to me, and the conversation becomes 
an ordeal. But at least it’s an honest ordeal. I can live 
with that.

Deaf Man’s Bluff (continued)...

continued from page 19
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1. You are driving alone on the freeway 
at 55 miles per hour when a highway patrol 

car waves you over. The patrolman comes 
up to you, asks for your driver’s license, 
and then asks a question that you have 

difficulty hearing. Obviously, the question 
concerns why he wanted you to pull over. 

What do you do to resolve the matter?

2. You are in a grocery store that you 
have never shopped in before and are try-
ing to find a bottle of dill pickles. There is 

loud music playing over the PA system. You 
see a clerk in the aisle and ask him where to 

find pickles. He mentions a row number that 
you don’t hear well and then walks off. What 

do you do to find what you are looking for? 

3. You are in a department store with a child who 
needs to use the restroom. You ask a clerk for directions 
and are told to go to the second floor over near the “----
” department until you see “----”, then turn “-----”, and 
follow the hall to “----.” The child is getting desperate. 

How will you find the restroom?

4. You are at the dinner table eating with six guests. 
For the past ten minutes, one of them has been talk-

ing to you about something you haven’t followed, but 
not wanting to ask for help, you have just smiled and 
agreed with everything. Suddenly the person asks you 

a question apparently relating to what was said, but 
you don’t know what he or she had been talking about. 

What do you do? 

5. You are walking in the downtown area. A strang-
er comes up to you and asks a question that you don’t 
understand. He is carrying a baseball bat. You are not 
sure if he is asking directions or bumming a handout, 

and the baseball bat has you worried. What do you do?

6. You are at a Burger King during the busy noon-
time lunch hour. You step to the counter to order a 

Whopper, French fries, and coffee. The clerk asks you 
a question, but you can’t hear above the noise from so 

many people talking in a room with all hard surfaces 
and overhead music playing. What do you do? 

7. You are watching TV with the family and find 
that the volume is too low for you to hear. You try to 

turn it up, but the family complains that it is too loud. 
What do you do? 

8. You are at a fund raising committee meeting. It 
is for an important event, and you and two others are 
asked by the chairman to take some specific actions to 

make the event a success. Unfortunately, you under-
stood only a portion of what has been discussed, and 

When You Have a Hearing Loss, What Do You Do When… By Carol Granaldi

you don’t know what is wanted of you. 
What do you do? 

9. You have been bothered by a bad 
cough and decide to see a doctor in the 

Urgent Care section of the hospital. The 
doctor you get has a full beard and an 
accent that you can’t understand. He 

examines you, registers a look of concern, 
and then sends you for an X-ray. When 

you return, he studies the results, says you 
have “mumble-mumble,” and he is going 

to put you on antibiotics for a period of 
“mumble-mumble.” You are to take the 

“mumble” for “mumble-mumble” and if that 
doesn’t help within “mumble” days, you are 

to “mumble-mumble-mumble.” He hands you a couple 
of prescriptions and starts to leave. What do you do? 

10. You have just bought a portable color TV at 
Best Discount store. After you pay for your purchase in 

the TV department, you learn that you must pick up the 
TV at the pickup counter and your name will be called 

over the store public address system when your order 
is ready. You can’t understand anything said over the 

speaker and no one is with you to listen for you. How 
will you know when your TV is ready?

11. You have been invited to dinner at your in-laws. 
About six in-laws plus your spouse are present. Unlike 

dinner with your own family, where everyone makes 
sure you are included, dinner with your in-laws is a 

drag. Because you don’t hear well, they pay you little 
attention. Their conversation moves rapidly about from 
person to person and you have great difficulty following 

the discussion. The few times a comment or question 
is directed your way, it takes you by surprise and you 

either don’t catch it or are lost for an immediate answer, 
whereupon the conversation moves on to someone else 

and you are again left out. What do you do? 

12. During a meeting with your boss and several 
other employees, the boss makes some comments that 
you didn’t follow but that have everyone else laughing 
and looking at you. You believe they are talking about 
you and making fun of you and you are getting angry. 

What do you do? 

13. You have taken a cab from the airport to your 
hotel in New York City. You look at the meter and it 

says $17.75, so you give the driver a $20 bill and start 
to walk away. The driver calls after you, saying some-

thing you fail to understand. He repeats it and you still 
don’t understand. What do you do? 

14. You are traveling to the West Coast on a non-
stop flight when the “Seatbelts On” continued on page 24

Carol Granaldi
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ALDA-Garden State member, the Rev. Sheila Shuford, received the Beacon Award for Excellence from the 

Warren County Human Relations Commission at their Sixteenth Annual Award Celebration in Belvidere, NJ on 
May 13, 2010. Sheila is ALDA-Garden State’s board member-at-large and is also a past president. The Beacon 
award recognized Sheila as “an individual who has been involved in an extraordinary manner to advance and 
promote all facets of diversity.”  Sheila was cited for her work as deacon at St. James’ Episcopal Church in 
Hackettstown, NJ, as well as her recent workshop at Enable’s conference for clergy and lay people from all faith 
communities and persons with disabilities. She was also applauded for her work teaching deaf awareness in the 
community at schools and to Scouts, teaching sign language classes that are open to the church and the community, 
and her work as a chaplain with deaf patients at a state psychiatric hospital. Please join ALDA-Garden State in con-
gratulating Sheila on this high honor!  Thanks to Doreen Dougherty for sharing this information.

 Brenda Estes, ALDA-Potomac member and ALDA, Inc. secretary, shares some delightful stories about her 
grandchildren. Brenda’s six-year-old granddaughter Elizabeth has been attending ice hockey games with her parents 
since she was a newborn and now travels to Indianapolis to play with the Mites and Squirts (6-10 year old players).  
She’s fearless and keeps up her end against the bigger kids. She’s also teaching her 4-year-old brother Carson how to 
play hockey on the kitchen floor. Their two cats and dog learned a long time ago to stay clear of the kitchen when 
these two put on their hockey gear and start hitting the puck.

On June 4, ALDA News editor-in-chief Nancy Kingsley was elected chairperson of Pennsylvania’s Advisory 
Council for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing (ACDHH), which makes recommendations to state, local, and private 
agencies. Nancy previously served as the ACDHH’s secretary.

Send your personal news to Ann at fabsmith@att.net by August 21.

By Ann Smith, Curator

lights shine. The pilot is saying something in an urgent 
voice, and you see a flurry of activity among the passen-
gers and crew. Naturally, you can’t understand the radio 
announcement. How will you find out what was said? 

15. You are in a drive-in line at a bank for the first 
time. When you pull up to the window, a drawer rolls 
out and a voice speaks to you through the drawer. You 
can’t see the speaker’s face, so you don’t understand 
what was said. Do you ignore the voice, or forget about 
using the drawer, park your car, and go into the bank?

16. You are new in town and taking your dog to the 
vet. The vet’s assistant records information about the 
pet and then tells you to go into the next room and wait 
until your name is called. When you open the door, the 
waiting room is filled with dogs barking and yelping. 
How will you know when your name is called?

17. You’ve moved to a new house and haven’t met 
your neighbors yet. One morning, you are mowing your 
lawn, and since you can’t understand anything while 
the lawn mower is running, you leave your hearing aids 
in the house. Soon, you are aware that your neighbor 
across the street is waving at you and seems to want to 
introduce herself. You shut off the lawn mower but re-
alize you won’t hear what she is saying. You don’t want 
to appear rude by ignoring her or stupid by bluffing. 

What do you do?

18. You are returning from the West Coast on a 
flight to the East with a stopover in Dallas. It’s winter, 
and when you land in Dallas, you learn that because 
of a severe ice storm, the second leg of your flight has 
been delayed. When you go to the ticket desk, you are 
dismayed to learn that the agent has a strong Southern 
accent and a plug of chewing tobacco in his cheek. You 
can’t understand a word he’s saying. How do you find 
out when your flight leaves?

SOME POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO THE ABOVE 
DILEMMAS:

a. Explain your hearing problem beforehand.

b. Assert yourself regarding your needs.

c. Use a note pad.

d. Ask someone for help.

Don’t bluff—you’ll get caught. And remember, YOUR 
HEARING LOSS IS INVISIBLE!

Carol has had a progressive hearing loss since early 
childhood and now wears bilateral cochlear implants. 
She lives in an Ocean County, NJ retirement village 
with her husband. Her email address is cgranaldi@
comcast.net.

What Do You Do When (continued)...

continued from page 23
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When we are no longer able to change 
a situation, we are challenged to change 
ourselves

- Viktor Frankl, Man's Search for Meaning

Cellphones are causing a lot of prob-
lems for me and my friends and others 
who need to contact me. How so? My 
family wants to know how I’m doing. 
Friends may want to ask me to join them 
on an outing, my doctor may want to 
confirm an appointment, or a repairman 
may want to say my TV is fixed. On and 
on it goes. I’m not alone in this situation 
because I’m sure that all of us who don’t 
have a cellphone in our pocket or purse 
but use the relay system have the same 
exasperating experience. It’s especially true 
of those of us who live alone. (Personally, 
due to my age, I don’t think I’ll find an-
other soul mate to live with me. I had one 
for half a century, lucky me.)

I get a lot of compliments on how well I’ve dealt 
with my deafness since, after many years of using 
hearing aids, I became totally deaf. But I didn’t try to 
learn how to sign, since you can’t learn a new language 
unless you have someone to practice it with, not once 
in a while but all the time. At my age, all my children 
are grown, going about their own lives, and unlikely to 
want to live with a deaf old lady, even their mother. So 
what’s the solution? 

As far as I know, if your family and friends want 
to keep in touch with you there are only a few choices. 
First choice is a computer and email. Thankfully I 
already touch type because of my business experience, 
but computers are not always available and you have 
to wait for a reply. A cellphone is ideal but you have to 
hear to use one. [Editor’s note:  some cellphones, such as 
the Sidekick, allow relay calls to be made and can send 
text messages.]

Chatting With Harriet: Not in My Purse or Pocket
By Harriet Frankel

My solution has been to use relay 
via a voice carryover (VCO) telephone. 
Now, since the advent of the cellphone, 
everyone expects you to have a phone 
in your pocket or purse and to answer 
after one or two rings. But relay doesn’t 
work that way, and those of us who use 
the relay service have a job to do educat-
ing those who want to get in touch with 
us. My friends and family complain that 
they can never reach me. Let me explain.

To know when someone is calling me 
on my VCO telephone, I have four giz-
mos that make lights flash in my kitchen, 
my living room, and by my bed and front 
door. When someone calls me, parts of 

my house light up like a festival, but where 
am I? Maybe I’m in the bathroom. (I’m there frequently 
at this stage of my life.) No flashing lights there. I may 
be downstairs doing a little laundry or even in my yard 
checking how my tomatoes are doing. Wherever I am, 
it usually takes me more than two or three rings to get 
to my VCO phone, and by then my caller has hung up. 
I’m told all the time, “I can never reach you. I called you 
blank number of times.” Everyone is irritated, but it’s 
not my fault that I can’t move faster. What is the solu-
tion? 

 I tell everyone who may call me, “Don’t hang up. 
I’d love to answer your call, but I don’t have a cellphone 
in my pocket or purse. I just have a standard, bulky, 
old–fashioned phone on my desk that has a panel where 
I can read what you are saying to me. Please give me 
time to get to it!”

Harriet looks forward to chats at harrietfrankel@
hotmail.com.

Harriet Frankel
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Twist and Shout 
PRESIDENTS’ FUNDRAISER!! 

DANCE AND SING YOUR WAY THROUGH THE 

MONTH OF AUGUST TO RAISE MONEY FOR ALDA!   

DANCE WITH FRIENDS, DANCE IN YOUR LIVING ROOM, 

SING WITH YOUR HEART, SING THROUGH THE NIGHT! 

FUNDS RAISED WILL GO TO SUPPORTING: 

 THE ALDA NEWS, ALDA WEBSITE, AND ALDACON

Individuals raising funds during this effort 

will be awarded certificates at ALDAcon 

2010 in Colorado Springs. 

For more information contact: 

Linda Drattell, president@alda.org. 
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TDI - Shaping An Accessible World

Your support is essential to help TDI maintain its advocacy work in 
our nation’s capital, Washington, D.C.  Here are some of our goals!

♦ Current Bills in Congress on Internet Access 
(HR #3101 & S #3304)

♦ Mandate for Captioned Telephone Relay Service 
♦ Relay for Deaf-Blind Users
♦ Universal TV Captioning at All Hours 
♦ Captioning at Movies, Live Events and Online
♦ National Broadband Plan 
♦ Modernized NG-911 Services
♦ And much more. . . 

Join TDI as a member and help us fulfill our mission for 
accessible telecommunications, media, and information technologies!

Contact TDI:
Phone: 301-589-3786; Fax: 301-589-3797; Video: 301-563-9112; TTY: 301-589-3006

info@tdi-online.org;  www.tdi-online.org

Instant Communication 
Anywhere, Anytime with Anyone!

With Interact-AS™ Translation 
Software, Deaf  and hard of  

hearing people can now 
directly communicate at work, 

in stores, banks, 
restaurants—wherever you go! 

Simply type on a PC and 
InteInteract-AS™ speaks out loud 
whatever you have typed, and 
whatever is spoken is instantly 

displayed on the screen.

Request a free catalog! 
www.harriscomm.com 

(800) 825-6758

Find many more products for 
Deaf and hard of hearing people 

at Harris Communications!
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President’s Report— 
Linda Drattell

President-Elect’s Report— 
Cynthia Amerman

Hello, everyone!  Please visit our website often, as 
we post new updates regularly, which include ALDA’s 
advocacy efforts. We continue to support the key val-
ues of ALDA—education, advocacy, role models, and 
support—and our “Whatever Works, Works!” policy 
that accepts all forms of communication.

We have finalized ALDA’s vision statement and cre-
ated a new look for our website, and we are working 
toward a successful ALDAcon in Colorado Springs in 
September. We continue to join other deaf and hard of 
hearing organizations in advocacy efforts. We are ex-
ploring ways to strengthen our chapters and groups, and 
we are investigating how a central office might benefit 
the ALDA membership. We are looking to improve out-
reach and begin a long-term strategic plan for ALDA. In 
addition, due to today’s variable economic climate, we 
are seeking new avenues of fundraising. We are looking 
to individuals, companies, and foundations to help sup-
port ALDA’s mission.

We have a large number of committees that ensure 
that ALDA meets its members’ needs. 

The following is a list of committees and their 
chairs:

Advocacy: Cheryl Heppner, cheppner@nvrc.org 

Ad Hoc Committee and Fundraising: Bill Graham, 
williamtgraham@gmail.com

ALDA News Advertising: Matt Ferrara, 
mattf812@verizon.net 

Website Advertising: Kathy Schlueter, 
Katherine.schlueter@gmail.com

ALDAcon: Jane Schlau, janes256@aol.com and 
Kathy Schlueter, Katherine.schlueter@gmail.com  

ALDAcon Guidelines: Jane Schlau, janes256@aol.com 

ALDAcon Scholarships: Carolyn Piper, 
cspwicwas@wcvt.com 

Bylaws: Nancy Kingsley, kingsnan@aol.com 

Chapter/Group Co-Coordinators: Kathy Schlueter, 
Katherine.schlueter@gmail.com and Cynthia Amerman, 
cynthiaamerman@gmail.com 

Database Manager: Gloria Popp, glp843@aol.com 

Finance: Vaughn Shaw, me@vhshaw.com 

International Committee: Muhammad Akram, 
danishkadah@gmail.com 

Membership and Outreach: Brenda Estes, 
bestes_outreach@yahoo.com 

Nominations: Kathy Schlueter, 
Katherine.schlueter@gmail.com 

Publications: Mark Dessert, subvet633@verizon.net 

Region Director Coordinator: Dave Litman, 
rd3@alda.org 

Technology: Ken Arcia, alda96ken@dslextreme.com 

Volunteers: Martha Mattox-Baker, 
mattoxml@yahoo.com

A big thank you goes to all who donate time and 
energy to ALDA’s success. We look forward to more of 
you participating on our committees. 

I have been working with the NTID/RIT veterans 
program to bring more vets into our organization, 
and President Linda Drattell and Past President Kathy 
Schlueter signed an MOU with Allen Ford of RIT. I 
also advocate for individuals around the country and 
for those who are on the CCAC {Collaborative for 
Communication Access via Captioning) list run by our 
former IC Chair, Lauren Storck, as well as at the state 
and local levels in Arizona. As a member of ALDA’s 
International Committee (IC), I have worked with Linda 
in advocating for Muhammad Akram, our current IC 
Chair, to get a visa to attend ALDAcon 2010. We also 
advocated for stadium captioning in three Boston area 
stadiums, as requested by a captioning agency there. 

As the board liaison for the Scholarship Committee, 
I discuss applications and scholarship ideas with 
Carolyn Piper (committee chair) and Karen Krull. This is 
peripherally related to my job as newcomer chair for the 
Colorado Springs convention. I’ve been fielding inquiries 
from different parts of the country from individuals who 
want to know about ALDA because they have been liv-
ing in isolation from others with hearing loss. Neighbors 
and friends refer people to me. 

I will travel to Sweden, Finland, and England to 
represent ALDA at the International Federation of Hard 
of Hearing People (IFHOH) Biennial General Meeting, 
and to visit organizations for deaf/hard of hearing/late-
deafened and deaf-blind people in Europe. On my way 
back from Helsinki, I will stop in Liverpool for the UK 
National Association of Deafened People’s convention. I 
hope to make a lot of contacts for ALDA and will report 
back on my travels at the end of June. The IFHOH has 
a Late-Deafened Commission that we on the IC are hop-
ing (with the help of Finnish, Swedish and UK advo-
cates) to revive.

ALDA Biz
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Past-President’s Report— 
Kathy Schlueter

Treasurer’s Report— 
Vaughn H. Shaw

Secretary’s Report—Brenda Estes

The past president serves as the chair for the 
Nominations Committee, and I included an article in the 
previous issue of ALDA News listing positions avail-
able for the upcoming election. I also placed a request 
for volunteers to serve on the Nominations Committee, 
but no one stepped up to the plate. I will ask Cynthia 
Amerman to place an announcement on the chapter/
group Yahoo group requesting that at least two repre-
sentatives from each region volunteer to be part of this 
committee. 

One of the goals for this year is to move the election 
to electronic format to cut down on expenses. Another 
goal is to determine what bylaws are outdated and need 
to be presented to the membership to be changed. The 
ALDA Bylaws Committee plans to work with the Board 
to suggest changes, which will be voted on by the mem-
bership.

Under the “ALDA Biz” heading, I will be submitting 
an article of general information and will make sure that 
people are aware of the upcoming election and positions 
open. I am also working as chapter/group coordina-
tor and on the ALDAcon,  Advertising, and Website 
Committees.

This report fairly represents our financial condition 
at the close of business on May 31, 2010, but it is not 
complete, as I am still posting incoming cash. However, 
all bills have been posted and/or paid through the end of 
this period. Our financial statement at the end of 2009 
reported a total cash position of $20,382, of which 
$20,083 was restricted to our two funds. The total for 
our newcomer and scholarship funds on May 31 is now 
$23,133, thanks to very generous donations by several 
people. To the extent of my posting, incoming cash is 
now $30,418, and this will be increased as I finish this 
period. This reflects the buildup of cash for the costs as-
sociated with the upcoming ’con. 

Our renewals and new memberships are up substan-
tially from a like period last year, showing good out-
reach work on the part of many people. ALDAcon and 
early registrations and sponsorships are looking very 
good and should continue to grow. Total expenses for 
this year through May 31 are $5,208, the majority of 
that being for ALDA News, but our expenses are down 
from a like period last year by $1,856. 

If you can switch to our electronic version of ALDA 
News, please do so, as you can save ALDA $15 per year, 
and that money can be used for additional benefits to 
many others. Those of you who have graciously donated 
to our wonderful organization have my heartfelt thanks. 
If you haven’t donated, please consider doing so—for it 
is for a great cause and helps so many.

My responsibilities includes taking ALDA Board 
meeting minutes, recording motions, assisting our data-
base manager in maintaining the membership database, 
and other duties assigned by the president.  

We all lead such busy lives, that it’s easy to forget 
when your ALDA membership expires. And if you’re 
like me, you may also forget to check your address label 
on the ALDA News for your membership expiration 
date. So to help you remember, renewal and expiration 
notices are being sent electronically and via mail (for 
those without email addresses). In the subject of the 
email you will see “Friendly Reminder—Your ALDA 
Membership Will Soon Expire” (or “Has Expired”), 
and the email provides a link to the membership website 
so you can either renew online or print the membership 
form and mail your payment.

ALDA Biz
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Region 2 Director’s Report—Marsha Kopp

ALDA Biz

Region 3 Director’s Report—David Litman

Region 4 Director’s Report—Michelle Lewis

Region 1 Director’s Report—Matt Ferrara
This is my second term as the Region 1 director. My first term was way back in 1999 when the region director 

concept was in its infancy. In between my terms as RD, I served as the ALDA treasurer. Things have changed over 
the past decade. In my first term, I spend a lot of time sending out membership forms and information to potential 
new members. Now, they can get this directly from the ALDA website. I have had several inquiries regarding ALDA 
and local chapters. 

I am also involved with ALDA-Boston and have recently rejoined its board as treasurer.

I have contacted the other chapters and groups in my region. They include ALDA-Maine, ALDA-Potomac, 
ALDA-NJ, and ALDA-Garden State. I hope to attend meetings or functions for these chapters during my term. If 
anyone wants to be on my RD Committee, please contact me at mattf812@verizon.net.

I recently received a request to start a chapter in Indiana. Also, a senior citizen center in a western suburb re-
quested a volunteer to teach a sign language class for senior citizens and their families. An ALDA-Chicago member 
who is fluent in ASL  volunteered to help the director with lesson plans and guidelines, and a volunteer was eventu-
ally found to teach the class. I also received requests from Minnesota and Iowa for information about ALDA, Inc. 
and local chapters. Effort was made to contact locals  in these two areas to see if they are interested in correspond-
ing with prospective members via email. 

Region 2 has two active chapters and one group, ALDA-Midwest (Ohio). In February,  ALDA-Midwest cele-
brated its 10th year. The distance between members makes it hard to have face-to-face meetings, so the 48 members 
are connected by emails and an online Yahoo group. The ALDA-Northwest Indiana chapter has 20 members, with 
some nonmembers occasionally attending. ALDA-NWI suggests promoting chapters by having a functions column 
in the ALDA News and also suggests that the ALDA, Inc. website have a chapter section promoting events. 

ALDA-Chicago, which has 120 members, recently celebrated its 22nd anniversary. The chapter supports two lo-
cal advocacy issues: Hearing Aid Action (seeking state legislation to require insurance coverage of hearing aids) and 
captioning at area theaters. ALDA-Chicago provides a monthly support group/sign language class, and CART is 
provided at every meeting. Recently, an article about this support group, titled, “Support Group Gives Deaf Adults 
a Chance to Belong,” was featured in four Chicago suburban newspapers. [Editor’s note: the article is reprinted in 
this issue.] This resulted in locals requesting more information about ALDA and its meetings.

I have been trying to communicate with the general membership in my region through group emails. I would 
like to set up an email listserv for Region 3 so we can keep in touch better. I have also participated on the Outreach 
Committee, ALDAcon Program Committee, and I am RD coordinator. Region 3 has chapters/groups in Georgia, 
North Carolina, Florida, and Texas. Please email me at rd2@alda.org if you would like information on how to set 
up a group in your area.

I have been answering inquiries through the ALDA, Inc. website from prospective members in California., 
Montana, Oregon., Arizona., and best of all, Colorado. (Since our 2010 ’con will be held in Colorado, it’s excit-
ing to be able to tell people who live there that we will be visiting soon). There has been an interest in forming a 
group/chapter in Colorado, so contact me if you are interested in learning more about other late-deafened people in 
Colorado.

I have also answered a few emails asking for assistance in finding funding for hearing aids, information on medi-
cal issues such as Meniere’s disease, and advocating for closed captioning at a local movie theater. If you have any 
questions about Region 4 please feel free to contact me at rd4@alda.org.
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Key 2010 Motions (All Passed)

Committee Highlights

Motion 2010-04: To adopt ALDA’s vision statement: 
“To establish a universal presence for ALDA that con-
nects people who embrace all forms of communication: 
visual, oral, and aural, and supports the unique chal-
lenges of living as a deafened adult.” 

Motion 2010-06:  Effective June 1, 2010, to increase 
the ALDA, Inc. annual individual membership rates by 
$5, which will make the individual rate $30 and the 
senior/veteran rate $25. Also effective June 1, 2010, all 
annual business memberships, both commercial and 
nonprofit, will be $100.

Motion 2010-07:  Effective June 1, 2010, to provide 
one free month of web advertising on the ALDA website 
as a membership bonus in order to enhance the value 
of the commercial and business membership fee that 
increases to $100 per year. 

Motion 2010-08:  To accept the ALDAcon 2010 
budget and registration rates and to replace “early bird” 
with “early bird/military veterans.”  

Motion 2010-09:  To revise ALDA’s vision statement 
to add “people who face” before “the unique challeng-
es”: “To establish a universal presence for ALDA that 
connects people who embrace all forms of communica-
tion; visual, oral and aural, and supports people who 
face the unique challenges of living as a late-deafened 
adult.”   

Motion 2010-20:  For ALDA, Inc. to join in the 
HLAA Walk4Hearing. 

Motion 2010-23:  For ALDA, Inc. to hold a 
“Presidential Fundraiser—Twist and Shout” during 
August 2010, offering certificates for the amount raised 
to be given during the ALDAcon Saturday awards lun-
cheon.

The Advocacy Committee, chaired by Cheryl 
Heppner, works with the president and president-elect 
to promote the interests of late-deafened adults. On the 
local level, the committee has written several letters to 
promote captioning at various sports venues. On the 
regional level, ALDA was a major supporter in a ground-
breaking reversal in a movie theater access case, in which 
the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals rejected an Arizona 
district court’s decision to dismiss the requirement of 
movie theaters to install equipment to display captioning 
[Editor’s note: see the movie captioning update in this 
issue].

Committee Highlights (continued...)

On the national level, ALDA is a member of the Deaf 
and Hard of Hearing Consumer Advocacy Network 
(DHHCAN) and is represented by Cheryl Heppner, 
who serves as the coalition’s vice chair. DHHCAN is 
comprised of national organizations of, by, and for deaf, 
hard of hearing, late-deafened and deaf-blind consum-
ers. ALDA has been very active in setting the DHHCAN 
agenda to address advocacy issues in many areas, includ-
ing television captioning, telecommunications relay ser-
vices (such as VRS, captioned telephone, and IP Relay), 
emergency preparedness and emergency communica-
tions, national broadband plan, air travel access, White 
House appointments, and federal hiring.

The ALDAcon Committee, co-chaired by Jane 
Schlau and Kathy Schlueter, has been  putting together 
a wonderful program and obtained room rates at $105 
a night. The committee will work with the hotel’s trans-
portation company to try to arrange a deal on a shuttle. 
The hotel is in an excellent location, with a wide variety 
of eateries within easy walking distance as well as shops 
and other attractions. 

The ’con opens on Wednesday evening. While there 
won’t be a formal welcome as in years past, the planners 
are working on arranging a get-together for everyone. 
A tour is planned for Thursday afternoon at the Garden 
of the Gods, with time for shopping and a group dinner. 
There will be two concurrent workshops for each ses-
sion. Speakers are Cheryl Heppner, I King Jordan, and 
Pat Graves of Caption First.  Cheryl will share the latest 
advocacy information from Capitol Hill, Dr. Jordan will 
inspire us with his personal stories, and Pat will share 
her journey and how ALDA has taught her how to cope. 
Sponsors and exhibitors are always needed, so if you 
know of businesses that would be interested, please send 
that information to Kathy Schlueter at Katherine.schlu-
eter@gmail.com. There is also a need for donations for 
our annual silent auction event.

Current ALDAcon committee chairs include:
Kathy Evans – Program Chair

Robin Titterington – PR Chair

Vaughn Shaw and Matt Ferrara – Business Managers

Kathy Schlueter – Sponsorships and Exhibits

Rebecca Herr and Diane Larsen – Silent Auction Chairs

Diana Thorpe – Interpreter Chair

Pat Graves – CART Chair

Roy Graves – AV Chair

Cynthia Amerman – Newcomers Chair
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The ALDAcon Scholarship Committee is chaired 

by Carolyn Piper. Members include Karen Krull and 
Cynthia Amerman. Each year the committee is respon-
sible for getting the news out regarding scholarship 
availability, the distribution of applications to those in 
need of help to attend the ’con, and determining how the 
scholarship funds will be spent.

There are at present two scholarship funds: the 
ALDA, Inc. fund and the Edna Shipley-Conner Fund, 
which was started in 2008 in memory of a past president 
of ALDA who worked tirelessly on behalf of newcomers 
to both ALDA and deafness. The committee is extremely 
grateful to those who have so generously donated this 
fund, as their donations not only helped to bring new-
comers to the ALDAcon but will also assist us achieve 
our long-term goal of making this new fund self perpetu-
ating to help the newcomers of the future. Donations to 
this fund are needed and gratefully accepted. Questions 
regarding scholarship or donations can be sent to 
Carolyn at wicwas@wcvt.com.

The Outreach Committee, chaired by Brenda Estes, 
includes Ann Rodgers, Anne McLaughlin, Dave Litman, 
Dennis Gonterman, Jennifer Thorpe, Muhammad 
Akram, and Linda Drattell. The committee’s objectives 
include developing a three-year strategic outreach plan 
on how ALDA can increase awareness of what it has 
to offer to its members and the public. Targeted areas 
include marketing (young adults, baby boomers, seniors, 
and military veterans), networking (Facebook, informa-
tion tables at local community events, and local/state/
national organizations), and media (press releases and 
articles in local/national newspapers). If you are inter-
ested in joining this committee to help develop creative 
ways to assist ALDA to grow and become a more visible 
organization, email Brenda at bestes_outreach@yahoo.
com.

The Chapters/Groups Committee, co-chaired by 
Kathy Schlueter and Cynthia Amerman, has revised the 
forms for chapter/group renewal to include space for 
new information. The form instructions are clearer and 
the forms now ask for a year-end report from each leader 
to aid ALDA in applying for grant funding. The forum 
for chapter and group leaders is always open for discus-
sion, and Kathy or Cynthia will address your concerns.

The Bylaws Committee, chaired by Nancy Kingsley, 
has been reviewing the chapter and ALDA, Inc. bylaws 
for possible revisions. Mark Dessert and Roy Miller as-
sist.

The Website Advertising and Content Committees, 
chaired by Kathy Schlueter, have changed the website’s 
look and are searching extensively to find those inter-

ested in advertising on it.  The website has new features, 
including an ALDA photo gallery where chapters/groups 
can show what is happening throughout ALDAland. 
Kathy designed an advertising kit and brochure for the 
Advertising and Website Committees to use to gain 
potential advertisers, and places to advertise have been 
added in four locations on the website.

The new chairperson of the International Committee 
(IC) is Muhammad Akram, who is also the group leader 
of ALDA-Asia Pacific. The IC offers a tribute to former 
chairperson Lauren Storck, who worked for almost four 
years to ensure that the IC makes a difference in the lives 
of ALDAns everywhere. The IC supports international 
members with information and encouragement and will 
help those who want to form a chapter or group of deaf-
ened people in their local area. The IC internationalizes 
ALDA in two ways: it helps deafened people learn from 
ALDA’s experience, and it enriches ALDA with interna-
tional colors.

The Technology Committee, chaired by Ken Arcia, 
has been updating the website on a regular basis and has 
been sending out the eNews and ALDAcon 2010 up-
dates via eNews.

The Ad Hoc Committee for an ALDA National 
Office and the Fundraising Committee are chaired 
by Bill Graham. The members are Marylyn Howe, I. 
King Jordan, Lois Maroney, Roy Miller, and Christine 
Seymour. 

The Ad Hoc Committee updated a report on the 
rationale for setting up an ALDA national office with 
staff. This report was originally submitted to the Board 
in October 2008, when the bottom dropped out of the 
U.S. economy. Since the feasibility of the report was 
dependent on fundraising, it seemed prudent to hold off 
until things looked less bleak. Showing great confidence 
in America or just whistling in the dark, the committee 
resubmitted the report for Board consideration early 
this year. The committee also put together a job descrip-
tion for a part-time ALDA fundraiser and submitted the 
proposal to the Board. The actual hiring is, of course, 
dependent on raising enough money to pay someone to 
raise money. If you have a couple thousand dollars you 
can spare, please contact Bill.

The Fundraising Committee is determined to de-
vise a comprehensive fundraising strategy for ALDA. 
Meanwhile, a proposal authored by Diane Johnson-
McCarthy was submitted to Phonak’s Hear the World 
Foundation for a grant in the range of $27,000 to 
increase the number of late-deafened people who access 
online networking media for social or vocational pur-
poses and to provide the support they need.
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The mission of the Association of Late-Deafened Adults 
(ALDA) is to support the empowerment of late-deafened 
people. 
 
Late-deafened adults are people who have lost their 
hearing in any degree after having acquired spoken 
language. ALDA members may or may not use hearing 
aids, may or may not use assistive listening devices, may 
or may not use cochlear implants, and may or may not use sign language.  What 
ALDA members DO is “whatever works.”  This is the philosophy that keeps the doors to 
ALDA wide open to anyone who is interested.
 
ALDA is committed to providing a support network and a sense of belonging to late-
deafened people, sharing our unique experiences, challenges, and coping strategies; 
helping one another find practical solutions and psychological relief; and working 
together with other organizations and service providers for our common good.
 
ALDA provides networking through local chapters and groups as well as our annual 
conference (ALDAcon). We offer social activities, advocacy, peer support, up-to-date 
information on new technology, and guidance for late-deafened adults, their families, 
and their friends on ways to deal effectively with the difficulties arising from losing our 
hearing. ALDA is inclusive, never exclusive. Members find themselves part of a family, 
with emotional and social support, and, above all, acceptance.
 
Membership in ALDA provides support for outreach: newsletters, brochures, mass 
mailings, public presentations, and participation in local and national events to spread 
the word about ALDA to the more than 31 million Americans, and other late-deafened 
people worldwide, who would benefit from our organization. ALDA also assists chapter 
leaders and regional directors to expand ALDA through more chapters and groups 
and increased membership.

You can join ALDA via the form in this issue, or go to www.alda.org or contact ALDA, 
Inc. at 8038 MacIntosh Lane, Rockford, IL 61107, 815-332-1515 V/TTY.  Membership 
entitles you to receive the quarterly ALDA News, which spotlights personal experiences 
of  late-deafened people, and to attend ALDAcon at the lower member rate.
 
If you are interested in learning about ALDA in your area or seeing ALDA become 
active there, please contact your regional director (contact information is at “Contact 
Us” on the ALDA website).

What Is ALDA?

ALDA
ASSOCIATION OF

LATE-DEAFENED ADULTS
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 General Member, Age 61 or under . . .$30.00
 Senior Member, Age 62 or over . . . . .$25.00
 Business Membership . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100.00
 Tax-Deductible Donation . . . . . . . .. $ _______
 New  Renewal

If paying by check or money order, payment must 
be in U.S. funds and drawn on a U.S. bank. If pay-
ing by credit card, complete the section below or 

Renew online by going to:
www.alda.org/alda_membership_form.htm

For Credit Card Payment by Mail:
 MasterCard                 Visa

Amount _________________________________

Account # _______________________________

Expiration Date ___________________________

Signature ________________________________
(For Credit Authorization)

Newsletter preferred format (select one): 
 Electronic (Email)   Paper (U.S. Mail)

I'd like to:   Join ALDA     Give a Gift Membership to:    

Name _________________________________________________          

Organization: _____________________________________________

Address________________________________________________       

City ___________________________________________________ 

State: ____________  Postal Code: ___________ Country: ____________

Home Phone: _________________ TTY     Voice      Cap Tel  VP 

Work Phone: _________________   TTY     Voice      Cap Tel  VP 

Fax ___________________________________________________        
                                 
E-mail _________________________________________________

URL/Website Address: ______________________________________

ALDA Chapter (Name/None): _________________________________

Gender:  Male   Female 

Hearing Loss:
Late-Deafened      Hard of Hearing  Deaf  Hearing 

Join the Family.....Join alDa!
Your membership in the Association of Late-Deafened Adults connections you with ALDAns throughout the 

world. Don’t miss our informative quarterly newsletter, ALDA News. Check our chapter directory at www.alda.org 
to find a chapter near you. Our fully accessible annual convention is a must for newcomers and old-timers alike.

To join or renew using credit cards on our secure site, go to www.alda.org.  To mail your membership, please 
complete this form and send with check payable to:

ALDA, Inc., 8038 MacIntosh Lane, Suite 2, Rockford, IL 61107-5336

 
If paying by check,

please mail this form to:

ALDA, Inc.
8038 Macintosh Lane, Suite 2

Rockford, IL 61107
815.332.1515 TTY/V or 

866.402.ALDA (866.402.2532)
info@alda.org E-mail

www.alda.org

ALDA's Mission Statement:
To Support the Empowerment of 

Deafened People.

 Education
 Advocacy
 Role Models
 Support

ALDA provides networking opportunities 
through local chapters and groups as well as 
at the annual ALDA conference (ALDAcon).

ALDA, Inc.
8038 MacIntosh Lane, Suite 2
Rockford, IL 61107
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8038 MacIntosh Lane, Suite 2
Rockford, IL 61107

Association of Late-Deafened Adults

Be sure to check your address 
label. It shows the date your 
dues will expire. Don't let your 
membership lapse!

Visit us on the web at: www.alda.org

Don’t Just Be a Member, Be a Lifetime Member!

ALDA
ASSOCIATION OF

LATE-DEAFENED ADULTS

Why a Lifetime Member?
A. ALDA and the work it does 

to support the 
empowerment of deafened 
people means a lot to me; I 
want to support ALDA 
financially

B. I don’t have to worry about 
forgetting to renew my dues

C. I plan to live to be at least 
130 years old; think what a 
bargain Lifetime 
Membership will be!

Ann Smith, Lifetime Member

Lifetime Membership Tier
• Bronze $500 - $1,499: 

receive a personal letter from 
the President, bronze plaque

• Silver $1,500 - $2,999: 
receive a personal letter from 
the President, silver plaque 
and priority seating at future 
ALDAcons

• Gold $3,000+: receive a 
personal letter from the 
President, gold plaque, 
priority seating at future 
ALDAcons and 
complimentary registration to 
a future ALDAcon.

Lifetime Memberships 
may be tax deductible 
and can be paid in three 
annual installments by 
check or credit card.

Contact ALDA treasurer:

treasurer@alda.org
or visit www.alda.org


